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Abstract

Since end of 2009 the LHC, the world’s largest and highest energy particle
accelerator, operates. LHCb, one of the experiments at the LHC, aims
to analyse B meson decays. To reconstruct these decays, trajectories of
charged particles need to be reconstructed. An important property of
the track reconstruction is its efficiency which needs to be known for
numerous measurements.

In two implementations of the “tag and probe method” the decays
KS → ππ and J/ψ → µµ are reconstructed to measure the tracking
efficiency. In both implementations one of the decay products is found
independent of the T station trackers.

For KS decays the measured efficiency of ε = 95.5± 0.3 % is 0.7 %
below the simulated efficiency. The implementation for J/ψ decays has
been integrated into the analysis software framework of LHCb to provide
results after the next reprocessing of the recorded events.

With KS decays the phase space up to pT ≈ 800 MeV is investigated.
In combination with J/ψ decays most of the acceptance of LHCb will be
covered.

Kurzfassung

Seit Ende 2009 ist der LHC, der bisher größte und energiereichste Teilchen-
beschleuniger in Betrieb. LHCb, eines der Experimente am LHC, hat die
Untersuchung von B Meson Zerfällen zum Ziel. Zur Rekonstruktion dieser
Zerfälle müssen Spuren geladener Teilchen rekonstruiert werden. Eine
wichtige Eigenschaft der Spurrekonstruktion ist deren Effizienz, welche
für zahlreiche Messungen bekannt sein muss.

In zwei Implementierungen der ”tag and probe“ Methode werden die
Zerfälle KS→ ππ und J/ψ → µµ rekonstruiert um die Spurrekonstrukti-
onseffizient zu messen. In beiden Varianten wird eines der Zerfallsprodukte
unabhängig von den T Station Detektoren rekonstruiert.

Mit den KS Zerfällen wurde eine Effizienz von ε = 95.5± 0.3 % ge-
messen, was 0.7 % unter der Simulation liegt. Die Implementierung für
J/ψ Zerfälle wurde in die Analyse Software von LHCb integriert, so dass
Ergebnisse nach dem nächsten Reprozessieren der genommenen Daten
zur Verfügung stehen werden.

Mit KS Zerfällen wird die Spurrekonstruktionseffizienz für Teilchen
mit bis zu pT ≈ 800 MeV gemessen. In Kombination mit der Messung an
J/ψ Zerfällen wird nahezu die gesamte Akzeptanz von LHCb abgedeckt.
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Introduction

Physicists try to establish a theory that comprises the laws that govern our universe.
Theories are models inspired by and explaining observations. Models not only make
statements about past observations but also predict future observations, they are
rejected if they make wrong predictions or improved by new findings.

The Standard Model of particle physics is the state of the art description of the
fundamental building blocks of matter and their interactions. However, the standard
model is known to have shortcomings. There are observed effects unexplained and
predicted particles unobserved. This inconvenience is treated on the one hand by
developing new theories and on the other hand by performing sophisticated experiments
to probe the unexplored parts of physics.

At the Large Hadron Collider beauty Experiment (LHCb) so-called beautiful mesons
(B mesons) are observed to measure CP violation. CP violation – the effect that
anti-matter in a mirrored universe behaves different from matter in our universe – is
assumed to be one of the conditions to provide the observed surplus of matter in the
universe. However the standard model prediction of CP violation is precise but cannot
explain the amount of matter in the universe. LHCb aims to measure if effects beyond
the description of the standard model (“New Physics”) have an impact on the CP
violation in B decays.

To reach this ambitious aim, good knowledge of the detector and of the capabilities
of the reconstruction algorithms is needed. For the studies to be performed at LHCb
not only accurate determination of track parameters and a high efficiency to find tracks
are important but also the precise knowledge of the latter efficiency. The uncertainty
of the reconstruction efficiency has been one of the major contributions the first cross
section measurement at LHCb.

This thesis deals with a measurement of the efficiency to reconstruct a particle
in the tracking system of the experiment. Algorithms to find trajectories of charged
particles which are independent of the tracking system have been implemented. These
are presented in chapters 5 and 6

The signatures found by these algorithms are then combined with tracks from the
standard reconstruction to reconstruct two body decays in chapters 7 and 9. The
method of combining full reconstructed tracks with independent signatures is called
“tag and probe method”. It is explained in chapter 4.

Developing one of the algorithms a shortcoming of a track segment reconstruction
in the high level trigger could be identified. The measurement leading to improvement
of the efficiency by five percent is presented in chapter 8.
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1
Theoretical Background

Atomlaser . . . man koppelt das
Bose-Einstein Kondensat dann
ans Gravitationsfeld . . . Man
lässt es fallen!

Arno Trautmann

Before turning to the actual experiment and the analysis performed, a brief intro-
duction to particle physics shall be given. Following a common convention, the speed
of light c and Planck’s constant ~ are set to 1.

1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Particle content of the Standard Model

All particles currently known and their interactions are described by the Standard
Model of particle physics.

The fundamental particles which make up matter are all fermions, i.e. particles of
half-integer spin, while those mediating forces are bosons, particles of integer spin. The
bosons of the strong interaction are called gluons, the boson of the electromagnetic
interaction is the photon, and Z and W bosons are the weak interaction’s mediators.
Whenever a particle takes part in an interaction it is said to couple to the corresponding
boson.

All fundamental particles and their properties are listed in figure 1.1. Twelve
fundamental fermions set up two subsets of six particles each, namely quarks and
leptons. The latter are the three charged leptons, electron (e), muon (µ), and tau (τ ),
and their corresponding chargeless neutrinos (νe, νµ, ντ). In the quark sector there are
three quarks (down type quarks) of charge -1/3 e while the other three (up type) carry
charge 2/3 e. The property of being an up, down, charm, strange, top, or bottom quark
is called flavour.

Both, quarks and leptons carry a weak charge and both are arranged in doublets as
the weak interaction converts them into each other. The names reflect the correspon-
dence. Quarks carry a strong charge additionally to their weak and electromagnetic
charge.

Unlike leptons, quarks cannot exist as free particles. They are confined to bound
states either as quark-antiquark pairs (mesons) or as three quark states (baryons). The
underlying principle is that free particles must be of neutral colour charge. Although

1



1. Theoretical Background

Figure 1.1: Particle content of the Standard Model of particle physics.
[Wik10]

this level of considering hadrons1 is sufficient for the content of this work it must be
mentioned that this is highly simplified – the strongly bound systems are far more
complicated systems involving several additional quarks, antiquarks and gluons with
vanishing flavour, charge and spin2.

The CKM Mechanism
There is a number of quantities in physics which are supposed to be conserved in
all interactions, energy among them. Other quantities are only conserved for certain
interactions like the total flavour of a system. Flavour is conserved in strong or
electromagnetic processes but can change in weak processes.

The weak interaction mediates between weak eigenstates which do not coincide with
mass eigenstates in the quark sector. The transformation between weak eigenstates and
mass eigenstates is parametrised by the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CMK)
matrix. [KM73] d

s
b


weak

=

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

d
s
b


mass

The CKM matrix only transforms down type quarks as one of the sectors (up type
or down type) can be parametrised such that weak eigenstates and mass eigenstates
coincide. The number of degrees of freedoms of a unitary 3× 3 matrix3 is nine but five

1Hadron is the generic term for strongly interacting particle.
2This is subject to Hadron Physics and explained in the literature.
3In general a complex 3× 3 matrix has eighteen degrees of freedom, the unitarity condition reduces

them.
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The Standard Model of Particle Physics
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Figure 1.2: The knowledge from 2010 of the unitarity triangle. [C+05]

of them can be absorbed by gauge phases of the quark fields. The remaining physical
parameters are three angles and a complex phase which is the only reason for CP
violation in the Standard Model.

The unitary condition can be expressed in a number of scalar equations. One of
them

VudV
∗
ub + VcdV

∗
cb + VtdV

∗
tb = 0

is commonly illustrated in the complex plane. The three complex summands form a
triangle in the complex plane, normalising it by dividing through VcdV

∗
cb fixes one point

to 1 while another corner is fixed to 0. Only the third corner has to be determined in
the experiment as shown in figure 1.2.

There are six of those unitarity triangles, the one from

VusV
∗
ub + VcsV

∗
cb + VtsV

∗
tb = 0

is called “b-s unitarity triangle” and is examined e.g. in the decay B0
s → J/ψφ at LHCb.
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1. Theoretical Background

1.2 Meson Oscillation and CP Violation

Freely propagating (i.e. being produced and developing according to their equation
of motion) particles are mass eigenstates. Their production however is a matter of
strong interaction and their decay is a weak process. In several neutral meson systems,
mass eigenstates and flavour eigenstates do not coincide which is an effect of the
aforementioned property that weak quark eigenstates are different from quark mass
eigenstates. The time development according to mass eigenstates leads to an oscillation
of flavour eigenstates in time.

CP is the combined symmetry transformation which turns particles into their
antiparticles (C for charge inversion) and inverts all spatial coordinates (P for parity
transformation). If CP eigenstates and mass eigenstates do not coincide either, a CP
even state may oscillate into a CP odd state and vice versa. In this case the CP
eigenvalue of a system is not conserved over time, CP is said to be violated in mixing.

Both, meson oscillation and CP violation, have been observed and are explained
here in the B0

s system. B0
s system here is the short term for the two state system of B0

s
and B0

s , which are bound bs and bs states respectively. Let B0
sL be the mass eigenstate

with the smaller mass eigenvalue (L for light) and B0
sH the mass eigenstate with the

larger eigenvalue respectively (H for heavy). The mass eigenstates can then be written
as linear combinations of the flavour eigenstates

|B0
sL〉 = p |B0

s〉+ q |B0
s〉 (1.1)

|B0
sH〉 = p |B0

s〉 − q |B0
s〉

with the normalisation |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. The phenomenological Schrödinger equation

i
d
dt

(
|B0

s〉
|B0

s〉

)
=
(
M11 − i/2Γ11 M12 − i/2Γ12
M21 − i/2Γ21 M22 − i/2Γ22

)(
|B0

s〉
|B0

s〉

)
(1.2)

describes the development in time and can easily be solved for mass eigenstates.

i
d
dt

(
|B0

sL〉
|B0

sH〉

)
=
(
ML − i/2ΓL 0

0 MH − i/2ΓH

)(
|B0

sL〉
|B0

sH〉

)
|B0

sL(t)〉 = exp(−iMLt− 1/2ΓLt) |B0
sL(t = 0)〉 (1.3)

|B0
sH(t)〉 = exp(−iMHt− 1/2ΓHt) |B0

sH(t = 0)〉

The development in time of flavour eigenstates however is of interest, which is obtained
using the inverse change of basis.

|B0
s〉 = 1

2p |B
0
sL〉+

1
2p |B

0
sH〉

|B0
s〉 = 1

2q |B
0
sL〉 −

1
2q |B

0
sH〉

With equation 1.3 the development of B0
s is then given by the following formula. For

4



Meson Oscillation and CP Violation

clarity, only formulae for B0
s are written out.

|B0
s(t)〉 =

1
2p exp(−iMLt− 1/2ΓLt) |B0

sL(0)〉

+ 1
2p exp(−iMHt− 1/2ΓHt) |B0

sH(0)〉

With equation 1.1 the time propagation of the flavour eigenstates is expressed in terms
of the pure flavour eigenstates at t = 0.

|B0
s(t)〉 = + 1

2p exp(−iMLt− 1/2ΓLt)
[
p |B0

s(0)〉+ q |B0
s(0)〉

]
+ 1

2p exp(−iMHt− 1/2ΓHt)
[
p |B0

s(0)〉 − q |B0
s(0)〉

]
|B0

s(t)〉 =
(

1
2 exp(−iMLt− 1/2ΓLt) + 1

2 exp(−iMHt− 1/2ΓHt)
)
|B0

s(0)〉

+ q

p

(
1
2 exp(−iMLt− 1/2ΓLt)−

1
2 exp(−iMHt− 1/2ΓHt)

)
|B0

s(0)〉

The oscillation of a B0
s into a B0

s can then be calculated as the product

|〈B0
s(0)|B0

s(t)〉|2 = 1
4

∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2 [exp(−ΓLt) + exp(−ΓHt)

− exp(−iMLt− 1/2ΓLt+ iMHt− 1/2ΓHt)
− exp(+iMLt− 1/2ΓLt− iMHt− 1/2ΓHt)]

= 1
4

∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2
e−ΓLt + e−ΓHt

−e−
ΓL+ΓH

2 t (eiMHt−iMLt + e−iMHt+iMLt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 cos (MH−ML)t


which contains the oscillating term cos (MH −ML)t. The reverse process B0

s → B0
s ,

which is the CP conjugate, has a slightly different structure.

|〈B0
s(0)|B0

s(t)〉|2 = 1
4

∣∣∣∣pq
∣∣∣∣2 [e−ΓLt + e−ΓHt − 2e−

ΓL+ΓH
2 tcos (MH −ML)t

]
=
∣∣∣∣pq
∣∣∣∣4 |〈B0

s(0)|B0
s(t)〉|2

CP violation in B mixing can occur if |q/p| 6= 1. This ratio can be expressed in terms
of the Hamilton operator in equation 1.2 in the flavour representation.

q

p
= − 2M∗12 − iΓ∗12

MH −ML + i/2(ΓH − ΓL)
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1. Theoretical Background

�
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s �
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s

Figure 1.3: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for the transition of a B0
s

meson into a B0
s .

�W+

b

s

c

c

s

s

V ∗cb

Vcs
B0

s

J/ψ

φ

Figure 1.4: The Feynman diagram of the leading order contribution to
the decay B0

s → J/ψφ.

At lowest order these terms in the Hamilton operator are given by the box diagrams in
figure 1.3. Up to a phase convention the ratio is

q

p
= exp(−iΦM ) = exp(−2i arg(VtsV

∗
tb)).

In the decay B0
s → J/ψφ however another phase enters – at lowest order a b quark

is converted into a c quark and a cs quark pair is produced as to be seen in figure 1.4.
The ratio of the decay amplitudes

Af
Af̄

:=
AB0

s→J/ψφ

AB0
s→J/ψφ

then contains another phase which is also given by the CKM matrix.
Af
Af̄

= exp(2iΦD) = arg(VcsV
∗
cb)

The total CP -violating phase ΦS = ΦM − 2ΦD is then minus twice the CKM angle
βs.

ΦS = 2arg(VtsV
∗
tb)− 2 arg(VcsV

∗
cb)

= −2 arg
(
−
VtsV

∗
tb

VcsV ∗cb

)
=: −2βs
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Meson Oscillation and CP Violation

Drawbacks of the Standard Model

Major drawbacks of the Standard Model are that it is neither including gravity nor
allowing neutrino masses and that the predicted CP violation cannot explain the
surplus of matter over antimatter in the universe. The former phenomenon, gravity, is
known for many centuries whereas the oscillation νµ → ντ was discovered this year4.
No neutrino mass is known up to know while the observed neutrino oscillation – the
effect that neutrinos decay with another flavour than they are produced with – can
only be explained by mass eigenstates different from the flavour eigenstates (similar to
oscillation in the B sector).

Up to now, no introduction of neutrino masses to the Standard Model is generally
accepted because these automatically introduce right handed neutrinos. These are
unobserved up to now.

To introduce gravity to the Standard Model, extra dimensions only accessible for
mediators of gravity have been proposed. These are as well unobserved.

The third of the above problems is a cosmological one. One assumes that in the
beginning of our universe the same amounts of matter and antimatter have been
produced. However nowadays this symmetry is broken – there is more matter left in the
universe5. Sakharov proposed three conditions to be fulfilled to explain the discrepancy
(see [Cli06]). One of them is violation of C and CP . Both are implemented in the
Standard Model but the magnitude of CP violation from the electroweak sector is too
small to explain the present excess of matter. An additional source of CP violation in
the lepton sector has been proposed which is unobserved, too.

CP violation and a possible deviation from the Standard Model prediction, as well
the influence of new particles to observable processes are investigated at the Large
Hadron Collider beauty experiment which shall be introduced in the following chapter.

4The first direct observation as been published at 8 June 2010. [A+10b]
5For obvious reasons it is not the other way around: What is present in the universe has been

called “matter” long before antimatter has been thought of. What is remarkable is that the amounts
are not equal.
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Figure 2.1: The LHC accelerator complex. [Col10a; CER10]
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2
The LHCb Experiment at the LHC

Schönes Wochenende.
Bis morgen.

Iuri Bagaturia (11.06.2010)

The Large Hadron Collider beauty experiment (LHCb) is one of the experiments
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Geneva. It is dedicated to the analysis of B
mesons produced at high rates in the collisions of protons.

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is the main element of the world’s highest energy particle accelerator complex
operated at the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN, Conseil Eurpéen
pour la Recherche Nucléaire). Protons as well as lead nuclei can be collided, the former
at centre of mass energies from 900 GeV (injection energy) to 14 TeV1, the latter at
5.5 TeV/nucleon.

Collisions of heavy ions serve to investigate the QCD phase diagram and especially
quark-gluon plasma with the ALICE detector (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) while
the discovery of the Higgs boson, supersymmetric particles and extra dimensions are
goals of the ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid)
experiments. The measurement of CP -violation in the decay of B and D mesons is
performed at LHCb. Particle production almost directly in line with the colliding
protons is measured at LHCf (Large Hadron Collider forward), the precise measurement
of the total proton-proton cross section as well as the in-depth study of the proton
structure are done at TOTEM (TOTal cross section, Elastic scattering and diffraction
dissociation Measurement at the LHC) and finally the search for magnetic monopoles,
black hole remanents and directly detectable supersymmetric particles is performed
with MoEDAL (Monopole and Exotics Detector at the LHC).

The B mesons to be investigated with LHCb are known to be produced rather
at large pseudo rapidities as can be seen in figure 2.2. Therefore LHCb is a forward
spectrometer. A single arm is enough as both quarks from the bb̄ pairs fly into the
same forward range rather than in opposite directions.

1During the first years of operation the energies are limited to
√
s = 7 TeV.

9



2. Introduction to the LHCb Detector

Figure 2.2: Angular correlation between a produced b quark and its an-
tiparticle in simulated pair production. Red bars indicate the acceptance
of the LHCb detector. [HVdB03]

2.2 Physics Programme of LHCb

The study of B mesons serves several reasons. One wants to determine some still
uncertain parameters of the Standard Model more precisely, discover predicted but yet
undiscovered processes, and discover new effects.

The determination of the angle γ of the Unitarity Triangle is dominated by indirect
measurements. A direct determination will provide a complementary value and is
considered to improve the knowledge of the Unitarity Triangle. Moreover a deviation
between direct and the indirect value would indicate new physics. A precision of
1.9-2.7◦ is expected with an integrated luminosity of 10 fb-1.

The B0
s meson is predicted to decay into a pair of muons at a very small branching

fraction B(B0
s → µ+µ−) = (3.35± 0.32)× 10−9. Up to now only an upper limit could

be measured directly which is still one order of magnitude above the predicted value2.
The large number of B0

s produced at the LHC will enable physicists to improve the
limit or even measure the branching fraction. B0

s → µ+µ− is of interest as there are
supersymmetric models predicting a branching fraction above 10−8.

The CP violating phase in the decay B0
s → J/ψφ is predicted with small theoretical

uncertainty to be−2βs from the “b-s unitarity triangle” where βs = arg(−VtsV
∗
tb/VcsV

∗
cb).

A measurement at LHCb could differ from the prediction if particles beyond the Stan-
dard Model contribute with a new phase to the B0

s-B0
s box diagram.

2The DØ collaboration set a limit of 5.1× 10−8. [A+10a]
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General Layout

Figure 2.3: The LHCb detector comprising from left to right: the Vertex
Locator, RICH1, TT, magnet, T station trackers, RICH2, first muon
station M1, SPD, PRS, ECAL, HCAL, and the muon stations M2-M5.
[Col08]

Figure 2.4: Reduced schematic of the LHCb detector seen from the top
to illustrate the curvature of tracks in the magnetic field.

2.3 General Layout

In this introduction the subdetectors at LHCb are divided according to their purpose
into tracking subdetectors and the particle identification system. Both detect particles
directly or indirectly produced in the interaction of two protons once they are charged
and do not decay before reaching the subdetectors. The calorimeters also detect neutral
particles.

The layout of LHCb is shown in figure 2.3 and 2.4. The tracking system comprises
the vertex locator (VELO) and the tracker turicensis (TT) to detect charged particles
before entering the magnet while the T station trackers – the inner tracker (IT) and
the outer tracker (OT) – detect the particles after passing the magnet. All tracking
detectors serve for the reconstruction of particle trajectories (tracks).

The magnet is a dipole magnet with a vertical field. The field can be changed to

11
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upward or downward polarity.
Identification of kaons and protons in the whole polar acceptance for low momentum

tracks utilises the first ring imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH1) while high momentum
particles at small polar angles are identified in RICH2. The calorimeter system compris-
ing a scintillator pad detector (SPD), the preshower detector (PS), the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL), and the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). It serves for the trigger as
well as for particle identification and detection of neutral particles. The segmentation
into four subcalorimeters allows the measurement of the longitudinal distribution of
deposited energy. Muons are the only particles (except neutrinos) passing through the
calorimeter and can be detected in the muon stations.

Detectors of both categories are designed to handle the high multiplicity at small
polar angles. This is mainly done through finer granularity in case of the T station
trackers, the calorimeters, and the muon stations. In case of the RICH2 it is done
by increasing the distance to the interaction point with respect to RICH1, thus the
distance between tracks is increased.

When speaking about positions and directions a reference frame is needed. In
accelerator experiments it is common to choose the beam axis as z axis and the point
where the interaction is supposed to take place as origin (x = y = z = 0). To have a
right handed cartesian coordinate system, there is one choice left: the x axis is chosen
to be in the horizontal plane such that the y axis points upwards. Slopes of tracks, i.e.
dx/dz and dy/dz for the x-z plane and the y-z plane respectively are abbreviated with tx
and ty.

Following general conventions, the azimuthal angle ϕ is zero on the positive x axis –
going to the left, seen from the interaction point looking into the detector.

Due to the simple transformation under Lorentz boosts, the pseudo rapidity η is
favoured over the polar angle ϑ. It is defined as

η = − ln
[
tan

(
ϑ

2

)]
.

2.4 Tracking Subdetectors

VELO
The dedication of LHCb to B physics also leads to other design aspects than the chosen
rapidity range. The proposed studies also require a good resolution of the proper time
between the production and the decay of a B meson. With the B mass mB it can be
computed using the flight distance d and the momentum p via

∆τ =
d ·mB

p
.

The latter is obtained from the track reconstruction, while the former requires a
good spatial resolution of the position of the primary vertex as well as the position of
the B decay vertex. The reconstruction of those vertices is done by extrapolating tracks
in the VELO to a point were they meet. The uncertainty of such an extrapolation is
governed by the uncertainty on the slopes of the initial tracks and by the distance of
extrapolation. Whereas good track parameter resolution is a standard task to silicon
detector development the reduction of the extrapolation distance lead to a unique
design. The initial problem in the design of the VELO was to install it as close as
possible to the colliding proton beams while neither beam may ever hit the detector.

12



Tracking Subdetectors

Figure 2.5: Schematic view of the VELO’s r and ϕ sensors. [Col08]

At this point the limitations are not due to mechanics of the detector. Beam optics
is not able to maintain a beam position within the dimensions needed for the desired
vertex resolution over the whole acceleration range.

The remedy to these beam position uncertainties is a movable detector. The VELO
consists of two halves each equipped with 23 silicon wavers which can be moved out
of the nominal interaction region. After each acceleration, whenever the beam is
considered to be stable, the VELO is moved to nominal position leaving a hole of
2× 7 mm in diameter for the beam.

Once stable, charged particles are produced, they fly through the silicon wavers
leaving a signal in each strip passed. The strips on the wavers are organised either
radially measuring the azimuthal angle of a traversing particle (φ sensors) or at constant
radii in eight polar sections and thus measuring the distance from the beam axis (r
sensors). Each waver has r sensors on one side and φ sensors on the other side – except
for the two pile-up wavers having only r sensors. Combining measurements from both
sensor types provides the desired three dimensional measurement. See figure 2.5 or
[Col08] for further reference.

The hit resolution of the VELO is between 10 and 30 µm depending on the sensor’s
pitch at the hit. The azimuthal coverage of 182◦ creates overlap of the two detector
halves to avoid a gap and to allow relative alignment.

Combining the momentum resolution of the spectrometer with the spacial resolution
of the VELO the proper time resolution of B systems is supposed to be better than
40 fs.

Tracker Turicensis
The determination of the momentum of a charged particle requires measurements of
the particle position on both sides of the magnetic field. Decay products of long lived

13
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Figure 2.6: Schematic view of the TT. [Sta10]

particles – such as the KS – are rarely detectable in the VELO as the lifetime of a
KS is long enough that a large fraction decays after leaving the VELO. Therefore
the Tracker Turicensis3 (TT), a silicon detector, is installed between RICH1 and the
magnet, 232 cm from the nominal interaction point.

The TT consists of four layers called x, u, v, and x. The x layers contain strips
parallel to the y axis – hence provide a measurement in x direction. u and v layers are
rotated by the stereo angle 5◦ and -5◦ respectively. The layers are arranged in pairs
separated by 27 cm.

The hit resolution of 50 µm suffices to provide momentum measurements dominated
by multiple scattering. The length of the readout strips is chosen such that at expected
multiplicities4 only a few percent of the strips are occupied.

The TT is located in the fringe field of the dipole magnet and therefore also provides
a momentum estimate for low momentum particles being bent out of the acceptance of
the following tracking stations.

Inner Tracker

In the T stations the region close to the beam pipe exhibits higher occupancy than the
outer regions. Here a silicon strip detector similar to the TT is installed. Around the
beam pipe four boxes are installed, the top and bottom box above and below the beam
pipe respectively, and the A-side and C-side box left and right of the beam pipe (seen
from the VELO).

The boxes overlap with each other and with the outer tracker to allow relative
alignment and prevent gaps in the detector. The same strip pitch as in the TT is again
sufficient to keep the occupancy below a few per cent at the expected particle density
1.5× 10−2 cm-2.

3The TT is inconsistently also called Trigger Tracker [Col08].
4In the innermost region of the TT the expected density of charged particles is 5× 10−2 cm-2

while in the outermost region it is two orders of magnitude smaller.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic view of the IT. An x layer on the left side and a
u layer on the right side. [Sta10]

Figure 2.8: Schematic view of the outer tracker. On the left a cross
section of a module revealing the double layer structure, on the right a
front view illustrating the arrangement of the modules. [Sta10]

Again four layers, x, u, v, and x are used to provide measurements in x direction
and additional y information from the layers tilted by 5◦. In contrast to the TT there
is no gap between the first and the second pair.

Outer Tracker

In the outer range of the T station trackers the outer tracker is situated to detect
charged particles. It is a straw-tube detector which is organised in four double layers,
two of them tilted by 5◦. The double layer layout is shown in figure 2.8. The inner
diameter of each straw is 4.9 mm and the detector provides a hit resolution of 200 µm
if the electron drift time is considered. The hit resolution is again good enough to
measure momenta up the limit which is given by scattering in the detector material.

Up to a distance of 2 mm to the anode wire the hit efficiency has been measured to
be above 97 %.

The inner boundary of the outer tracker is chosen such that the occupancy is below
10 % – the finer granularity of the inner tracker ensures a lower occupancy at the same
particle density.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of RICH1 which contains two radiators being
read out with the same photon detectors. The latter are located outside
of the acceptance which allows the installation of the required shielding
against radiation. [Col08]

2.5 Particle Identification Subdetectors

After tracks have been reconstructed they are combined with the signals from the
particle identification system to identify the corresponding particles – i.e. determine
the kind of particle the track belongs to.

RICH1 and RICH2
All particles in the acceptance of the detector pass through RICH1. It combines
two radiator materials of different refractive index. Cherenkov photons, emitted by
charged particles, are then focused with focusing mirrors and detected by hybrid photon
detectors. RICH1 is installed in front of the magnet to identify even those particles
which are bent out of the detector acceptance in the magnetic field.

To identify high momentum particles, another radiator is used in RICH2 with a
smaller refractive index. RICH2 is situated behind the last tracking detector, in front
of the calorimeters. Although the whole space from the beam axis to the outer ends of
the LHCb acceptance is occupied only particles close to the beam axis, up to a polar
angle of 100 mrad (vertical) and 120 mrad (horizontal), pass the radiator such that
Cherenkov photons reach the HPDs.

Calorimeters
Both, scintillator pad detector (SPD) and preshower detector (PS) consist of rectangular
scintillating pads sandwiching a 15 mm thick lead plate. They have been introduced to
allow rejecting most of the background events in the electron trigger. To distinguish
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the electrons from charged pions a longitudinal segmentation is required while neutral
pions and photons are rejected requiring a signal in the PS before the shower is induced.
The SPD is segmented into three areas of different granularity. PS and ECAL have the
same layout projectively.

Both electromagnetic showers and hadronic showers may pass the borders between
calorimeter cells. Instead of considering each cell with a signal as an individual particle,
clusters are reconstructed. Such a cluster is the combination of adjacent cells with a
signal. Adding the measured energies in the cells gives the total energy deposited in
the cluster and weighting each cell position with the energy deposited in it provides a
best estimation of the shower centre.

The ECAL consists of 66 layers of 2 mm lead and 4 mm scintillator. It corresponds
to 25 electromagnetic radiation lengths. Therefore it can be assumed to absorb all
photons and electrons entering it. The energy resolution has been measured to be
better than5

σE
E
≤ 9.5 %√

E/GeV
⊕ 0.8 %.

The HCAL is only segmented into two sections with larger cells corresponding to
larger shower radii in a hadronic shower. The absorber material in the HCAL is iron
which fills up the 1.2 m long subdetector besides the scintillator material. The energetic
resolution for hadrons is much worse than for photons and electrons and has been
measured to be σE/E ≤ 69 %/

√
E/GeV⊕ 9 %.

Muon Stations
Particle identification using the calorimeters and both RICH detectors can separate
electrons from hadrons and distinguish pions, kaons, and protons from each other. The
remaining stable particle which needs to be identified for the physics program at LHCb,
is the muon. Being too heavy to produce electromagnetic showers and not strongly
interacting neither, muons are the only particles passing the calorimeters. Signals in
the muon stations, downstream of the calorimeters, therefore identify muons.

Four of the five muon stations, M2 to M5, are situated behind the calorimeters
while the first station is in front of the calorimeters as to be seen in figure 2.10. This
first station is situated there to provide measurements before the muons’ trajectories
undergo multiple scattering in the calorimeter material. This improves the momentum
resolution in the L0 trigger.

All stations are segmented in four regions (numbered from 0 to 3), the innermost
region with the finest granularity. The layout of all stations is projective; with respect
to M1 the stations M2 and M3 have twice the number of rows while M4 and M5 have
half the number of rows.

In the reconstruction, tracks are extrapolated into the muon stations. Considering
multiple scattering the number of hits in the muon stations M2 to M5 compatible with
the track are counted. For tracks between 3 GeV and 6 GeV hits in M2 and M3 are
required to decide in favour of a muon hypothesis, below 10 GeV a further hit in M4 or
M5 is required and tracks above 10 GeV need a hit in each station to be identified as
muons. Tracks with a momentum below 3 GeV are not considered to be identifiable as
muons.

With this procedure it is possible that tracks close to each other are identified as
muons using the same hits in the muon stations. For events with high multiplicity this

5⊕ indicates quadratic addition, i.e. a⊕ b =
√
a2 + b2.
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(a) Side view of the muon stations. (b) Front view of the first muon station.

Figure 2.10: Schematic view of muon stations. The four regions of
different granularity are indicated. [Col08]

leads to a high rate of misidentifications and it is investigated if assigning hits to only
one track can improve this. [Alb10]

2.6 Trigger System

The trigger system at LHCb is divided into three stages, the level 0 trigger (L0), the
first high level trigger (HLT1) and the second high level trigger (HLT2). Bunches in the
LHC collide at 40 MHz and as a fourth of the bunch crossings contains an interaction
which is visible6 to the detector, the L0 has 100 ns to decide if a bunch crossing is
worth to be analysed by the high level trigger.

L0 is implemented in custom made electronics while the high level trigger is a
software system operated at a CPU farm.

The high level trigger is designed to process one million events per second, which
defines the maximum rate of events accepted by the L0 stage. The subdetectors which
are easy and thereby fast to evaluate are the VELO’s pile-up system, the calorimeters
and the muon stations.

In the calorimeter the electron, photon, π0, and charged hadron with the largest
transverse momentum are selected by assigning to each 2 × 2 cell array a particle
hypothesis based on the measurements in the four subcalorimeters.

In the muon stations the two muons with the highest and second highest transverse
momentum are selected. Similar to the track reconstruction presented in section 6.1
muon tracks are seeded from hits in M3 searching for hits along a straight line in the
other four stations. The search windows in y are opened in M4 and M5 to take multiple
scattering into account and in x in all stations to take the curvature in the magnetic

6Visible means that at least two charged particles coming from the interaction are reconstructible
as longtracks.
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Computing

field into account (see figure 6.1). The hits in M1 and M2 are used to calculate the
transverse momentum as illustrated in figure 6.3.

The pile up system uses the two pile up sensors in the VELO to reconstruct tracks.
Every combination of hits will lead to a track because there is always a line going through
two points. These tracks are then extrapolated to the z axis. Correct reconstructed
tracks from the same vertex will meet in a single point, whereas wrong combinations
meet the z axis anywhere. If several vertices are found this way, a pile-up event – an
event with more than one primary interaction – is identified.

In the high level trigger, reconstruction software is seeded with the positive decisions
from the L0 trigger and tracks for the hadronic or muon candidates are reconstructed.
The algorithms in use differ from those in the standard reconstruction in time con-
sumption and precision. The aim in the first stage, HLT1, is to reduce the background
rate about a factor 30 and the total output rate to 30 kHz.

In the second stage, HLT2, the complete event is reconstructed, again with algorithms
optimised for fast computation. Whereas in HLT1 a limited number of tracks is
reconstructed in a region of interest, HLT2 operates as close as possible to the standard
reconstruction. The track fit, which is a main source of CPU consumption in the
reconstruction, is simplified using less detailed material descriptions.

To analyse the influence of the trigger on a certain analysis, the events under
investigation need to be classified if they have been stored and thereby entered the
analysis due to a trigger decision which is independent of the analysis or dependent. In
the former case the event is called TIS (trigger independent of signal). The latter case
is called TOS (trigger on signal). A combination, several positive trigger decisions of
which some are independent from the analysis and some are not, is called TISTOS.

2.7 Computing

The physics working groups of LHCb should not analyse all recorded events but only
those which are of interest for the corresponding analysis. The recorded events are
therefore provided in preselected stripping streams. As events can be of interest for
several analyses, an event can be stored in several stripping streams.

For the creation of the stripping streams a full reconstruction is applied to all events
which are afterwards analysed according to defined stripping lines. These stripping
lines are definitions of criteria, an event has to fulfil to be considered as interesting for
an individual analysis. All events selected by stripping lines of similar structure (i.e.
lines with correlated decisions) then enter the same stripping stream.

The analyses performed in the stripping use standard particle selections, which
require for most stable charged particles to be reconstructed as a longtrack. Only for
the mentioned fields of interest (low momentum particles or decays behind the VELO)
other track types are considered.

Stripping lines for analyses which do not need to consider the whole integrated
luminosity are prescaled.
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3
Track Reconstruction at LHCb

Ich will mir ja nächstes Semester
String Theorie anhören. Man
muss ja wissen, worüber man
lästert.

Jasper Franke

As stated in the previous chapter, charged stable particles are reconstructed as
tracks in the tracking detectors. Dealing with the track reconstruction of LHCb in this
work, in this chapter the tracking algorithms at LHCb are introduced.

3.1 Track Reconstruction in General

Each signal of a charged particle in a detector is called a hit. During the reconstruction
hits are combined to find trajectories of particles which traversed the detector. To
distinguish between the trajectories of real particles and the results of the reconstruction,
the latter are called tracks. Tracks which are not trajectories of a particle but artefacts
of the reconstruction are called ghosts.

Trajectories of charged particles are curved in a magnetic field and thus their tracks
are curved as well. The curvature is determined by the magnetic field strength and the
particle momentum which allows to calculate the particle momentum from the track
curvature.

The process of finding hits from the same particle to reconstruct tracks is called track
finding. Determining the parameters of the trajectory – x, y and the corresponding
slopes tx and ty at a given z position, the momentum p and the charge q – is called
track fitting.

Tracks are commonly reconstructed by starting the search for hits with a track
segment from previous reconstruction steps or with hits in a certain detector layer.
These starting points are called seeds. In combination with an assumed vertex position
of particle production and a reasonable momentum assumption a seed determines a
particle trajectory accurately enough to find further hits from the particle.

A sophisticated method to obtain optimal parameters for a track is the Kalman
filter fit. It is a method of iteratively adding hits to a fitted track and improving the
parameters in each step. This is done by first predicting the position of the particle in
the plane of the next hit. The predicted position is then combined with the hit to get
a position estimate which is more accurate than either the prediction or the hit.
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The information about the new position estimate is afterwards used obtain a best
position estimate at every other hit as well. This method takes magnetic fields and
material interaction into account as long as both are modelled.

Different models of the material distribution in the detector can be used. Using
simple models, the Kalman fit is fast to compute while the parameter estimate is better
when detailed models are used. If all available information is used, i.e. the most detailed
model, the fit is called a full Kalman fit whereas the fit with a simple model is also
called fast Kalman fit.

Fast Kalman fits are used in the high level trigger at LHCb.

Efficiencies in Tracking

There are different kinds of efficiencies which quantify the tracking performance. The
first is the hit efficiency of a tracking detector. This is the probability of a detector to
detect a traversing charged particle.

The hit efficiency is a detector property and obviously influences the probability of
the reconstruction to find a track for a charged particle. The latter probability is the
track finding efficiency, this efficiency will be analysed in this thesis.

The track finding efficiency (or short: tracking efficiency) is important to know and
uncertainty on the tracking efficiency can enter the systematic errors of measurements.
Especially every absolute measurement of a cross section takes the probability to
reconstruct all decay products into account and therefore relies on a precise knowledge
of the tracking efficiency.

If the trajectory of a particle is reconstructed twice, i.e. two tracks of one particle
are reconstructed, these are called clones. Routines recognising ghosts are called clone
killer.

3.2 Track Types and Tracking Algorithms at LHCb

In the process of track reconstruction tracks of different types are found representing
different types of trajectories but also corresponding to different algorithms and stages
in the reconstruction. A schematic classification of tracks at LHCb is given in figure 3.1.
In general longtracks are the favourite choice to use in a physics analysis as they provide
the best momentum resolution whereas other tracks also have to be used in certain
cases.

The tracking algorithms are designed for nominal detector performance and ideal
alignment. The latter means that the position of every detector module is accurately
known which is not the case in the first months of operation. Therefore an “early data
tuning” has been introduced which imposes less hard requirements to the reconstructed
tracks in terms of a minimum number of hits. The early data tuning has been used
for all results and analyses in this work. Independent of potential alignment issues it
turned out that the hit requirements for all track types were too strict with the settings
which were developed in simulations. [HM10]

Several algorithms exploit the principle that the magnetic dipole field can approxi-
mated by a single bending plane, i.e. that trajectories are straight lines with a kink at
the bending plane.
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Figure 3.1: The different track types in the reconstruction. Hits in
different subdetectors are indicated. Longtracks may as well go through
the TT and use hits there but these are not required.

Velo Track Reconstruction

The reconstruction of tracks in the VELO is split up into two steps. In the first step
only the r sensors are used to reconstruct tracks in a r-z plane for each of the polar
segments. The residual magnetic field in the VELO is negligibly small which allows to
search only for collinear hits. In the second step these r-z tracks are combined with the
information from the φ sensors to get the position of the tracks in three-dimensional
space. For computing reasons only a simplified track fit is done once the Velo tracks
are found. The Velo tracks are then used to find longtracks, sophisticated fits are
postponed to the longtrack reconstruction. Velo tracks which are not used for any
longtrack are fitted at the end of the track reconstruction with a full Kalman fit.

T Track Reconstruction

In contrast to the Velo track reconstruction, the assumption that particle trajectories
are straight is wrong in the T stations located in the magnet’s fringe field. In the first
stage of the reconstruction of track segments in the T stations, only the x layers of the
inner tracker and outer tracker are used. In the x-z plane1 – where the magnetic field
causes a curvature – parabolas are searched. To not allow any combination of hits in
the three stations, the parameters of the parabolas are constrained such that the track
extrapolation through the magnet roughly reaches the interaction region.

The found track segments in the x-z plane have one degree of freedom left if it is
assumed that the particles come from the interaction region and that the magnetic field
causes no curvature in the y-z plane. The slope ty is then determined by combining the
track segments from the x-z plane with hits in the u and v layers. There can always
be only a few u and v hits compatible with the track, because knowing the x position
of a particle transition through a layer and knowing which straw/strip has been hit
determines the y position of the transition.

The number of hits in the u and v layers is, in other words, a function of the assumed
track slope ty. For the slope with the maximum number of hits, the compatible u and
v layer hits are assigned to the track and a track fit is performed. [Sch; CS08]

1The straws and strips in the T station trackers provide almost only a measurement in the x-z
plane. Whether a hit is in the IT or in the OT gives limits for the y position.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the cluster search in the forward tracking
algorithm. In the Hough transformation the actual cluster positions
(rings) are shifted. The transformed positions (filled circles) are then
projected from the Velo track extrapolation in the bending plane to the
reference plane. [HM08]

Longtrack Reconstruction
Longtracks are by definition tracks having hits in the VELO and the T stations.
Technically they are built from Velo tracks and therefore depend on the Velo track
reconstruction. There are two ways to get the additional hits in the T stations. Either
the Velo tracks are matched to T tracks or Velo tracks are used to seed the search for
further hits in the T stations.

The two algorithms are called track matching and forward tracking respectively.
The matching algorithm is similar to the one described in chapter 6 – T tracks and
Velo tracks are extrapolated to the magnet’s bending plane and the distance between
the extrapolated positions in the x-z plane is calculated for each pair in units of χ2,
hence the significance of the distance is calculated. The distance in y is determined at
the first T station. [Cal07]

In the forward tracking algorithm Velo tracks are as well extrapolated linearly to
the bending plane. Afterwards a Hough transformation2 is applied to the hits in the
T stations such that hits from the particle, which was reconstructed as the initial Velo
track, are shifted onto a straight line which intersects the bending plane at the same
position as the Velo track extrapolation (see figure 3.2). [HM08]

To improve the track fit and thereby the momentum resolution, hits in the TT can
be added to a longtrack. Further details are given in [dC10b].

Downstream Track Reconstruction
Downstream tracks, in contrast to longtracks, do not require hits in the VELO but are
reconstructed from TT hits and T tracks instead. The main purpose is to reconstruct
particles which are produced in decays of neutral particles which decay after leaving
the VELO inside of RICH1.

The strategy of the downstream reconstruction is to extrapolate T tracks to the
magnet’s bending plane and pick up hits in the TT around a straight line towards

2Highly simplified a Hough transformation transforms complex shapes into simple shapes according
to a model.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the upstream track reconstruction. [CKW07]

the nominal interaction point. The search window is chosen such that particles from
long-lived particles’ decays can be reconstructed as described in [Sta10, section 3.1.3].

The downstream tracking algorithm as well reconstructs particles originating in the
VELO. Downstream tracks can therefore be used to reconstruct particles which have
not been found by the longtrack reconstruction due to inefficiencies in the VELO or in
either longtrack algorithm. That reconstruction has been used by [Wan10a] to measure
the tracking efficiency in the VELO.

Upstream Track Reconstruction
The upstream track reconstruction is similar to the downstream track reconstruction.
It is implemented to reconstruct particle trajectories using the VELO and the TT
which allows the reconstruction of low momentum particles which are bent out of the
detector acceptance in the magnetic field.

Velo tracks are extrapolated linearly to the TT in which hits are searched for in a
search window. The straight line assumption is equivalent to an infinite momentum
and therefore the size of the search window determines the minimum momentum of
reconstructible tracks.

The deviation of hits from the straight line are then projected to the TT’s central
plane where a coincidence of hits from all four layers is assumed to be a sign for hits
from the particle which has been reconstructed as the initial Velo track. In figure 3.3
such a coincidence of projections is illustrated by the red boxes. The blue hits are not
projected to such a coincidence in the central plane.

Muon Track Reconstruction
The standard track reconstruction does not comprise a track reconstruction in the
muon stations. However muon track segments will appear later in this work. The
terminology here is treacherous: Names of tracks are given according to the subdetector
in use and not according to the kind of particle which is reconstructed. Muon track
segments will therefore be tracks in the muon stations (fortunately muons are the only
particles which reach the muon stations) while “tracks of muons” refer to any type of
track which reconstructs a muon. Given that standard tracks are not reconstructed in
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the muon stations a “track of a muon” will not be reconstructed from hits in the muon
stations but a particle hypothesis is assigned to the track as described in section 2.5.
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4
The Tag and Probe Method

Schönes Wochenende.
Nicht bis morgen.

Ulrich Uwer (18.06.2010)

The efficiency to reconstruct the trajectory of a charged particle in a subdetector S
is estimated by the fraction of successfully reconstructed particles among all charged
particles passing through S.

ε = #particles reconstructed in S
#charged particles passing through S

To calculate this ratio, knowledge of particles which passed through S is needed.
A sample of those particles can be obtained by using independent subdetectors to
reconstruct charged particles. The latter signatures are called probes. If a probe is also
reconstructed in S it is said to be confirmed which is illustrated in figure 4.1. Among
the probes there can be ghosts. For G ghosts in A probes and corresponding g ghosts
in C confirmed probes, considering all probes will therefore lead to a wrong result.

C

A
6= C − g
A−G

= ε

As it cannot be said for any probe if it is a ghost, an advanced method is needed to
measure the efficiency correctly.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the principle to probe a subdetector. For
each probe it is tested if the probe has been detected in the subdetector
which is tested. If a probe is detected in the subdetector, the probe is
said to be confirmed.
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4. The Tag and Probe Method

Figure 4.2: Sketch of the tag and probe method. A full reconstructed
decay product (blue) from a two body decay is used to tag the signature
(red) which is used to probe the subdetector S.

4.1 Sketch of the Tag and Probe Method

The tag and probe method is a method to measure the efficiency without a bias arising
from ghost probes.

Probes are tagged if a two body decay can be reconstructed using the probe and a
full reconstructed track as illustrated in figure 4.2. From the according invariant mass
spectrum of all reconstructed decays the number of correct reconstructed decays can
be estimated which does not comprise ghosts.

Restricting to confirmed probes, the number of probes from correct reconstructed
decays which are also found in S is accessible. This allows the calculation of the
efficiency.

ε = #confirmed probes from correct reconstructed decays
#probes from correct reconstructed decays

The two body decays which are used in the tag and probe method need to be easy to
identify because not the entire detector can be used for their reconstruction (the probe
does must be independent of S).

4.2 Tracking Efficiencies from the Simulation

The efficiency to reconstruct tracks can as well be determined in the simulation where
it is certain which of the simulated particles has been reconstructed and which of the
tracks are ghosts. Such a determination is generally more precise than a measurement
involving the tag and probe method.

The tag and probe method is applied to data from LHCb as well as to the according
simulations to validate that the track reconstruction efficiency is simulated correctly.
The difference between the value from the simulation and the measured value is then
treated as an systematic uncertainty on all efficiencies obtained from the simulation.

4.3 Application of the Tag and Probe Method in LHCb

The performance of the T trackers is investigated in this thesis using the tag and probe
method. For the decay KS→ π+π− probes found in the VELO and in the calorimeters
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Application of the Tag and Probe Method in LHCb

(a) KS → π+π−

(b) J/ψ → µ+µ−

Figure 4.3: Two body decays used to measure the tracking efficiency of
the T station trackers.

are used (see figure 4.3(a)) and for the decay J/ψ → µ+µ− probes are taken from the
VELO and the muon stations (see figure 4.3(b)).
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Probes for the Tracking System from the Calorimeters

Ich muss vor dem 11.6. fertig
werden. Da fängt die WM an.

Sascha Stahl

To measure the tracking efficiency with the tag and probe method, probes are
reconstructed from the clusters in the calorimeters which are independent from the
T station trackers.

5.1 Principle of Reconstructing Velo-Calo Probes

Charged pions are absorbed in the calorimeters and reconstructed as clusters. The
clusters provide information about the position where the pion entered the calorimeter
and the deposited energy. With a mass hypothesis and an assumed origin of the pion
in the VELO the pion trajectory is roughly determined up to a charge ambiguity.

Velo tracks representing the same particle which is detected as a calorimeter
cluster are found by extrapolating them linearly to calorimeter. In the y-z plane
the extrapolated Velo tracks has to meet the cluster because trajectories are straight
lines in that plane. In the x-z plane however trajectories are curved and the xkick,
illustrated in figure 5.1, depends on the momentum and the charge.

xkick = xextrapolated Velo track − xcalorimeter cluster ∝ q/p

Figure 5.1: Principle of Velo-Calo matching in the x-z plane. The
position of the calorimeter cluster is shifted by the x-kick which is
determined using the energy measurement in the calorimeter. For
correct treatment of the charge ambiguity the kick is applied in both
directions and the direction with the smaller ∆xcorr assumed to be
correct.
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5. Probes for the Tracking System from the Calorimeters

5.2 Detailed Explanation

The matching of calorimeter clusters to Velo tracks is already used in the first high
level trigger. The following computation how good signatures in the VELO and the
calorimeters are compatible to each other has been implemented by [Zwa06].

χ2 Computation

How good a Velo track and a calorimeter cluster match is quantified by

χ2 =
(

∆y
σ(∆y)

)2
+
(

∆xcorr

σ(∆xcorr)

)2
.

Here ∆y is the difference between the y position of the Velo track extrapolation and
the y position of the calorimeter cluster and ∆xcorr is the difference between the x
position of the Velo track extrapolation and the x position of the calorimeter cluster
after taking xkick into account as indicated in figure 5.1.

The calculation is done as follows. The variables x, y, z and the energy E refer to
the calorimeter cluster while tx and ty are the slopes of the Velo track. Hence no z
information from the Velo is used – Velo tracks are supposed to originate in (0, 0, 0).

∆y = y

z
− ty

∆xcorr = min
q∈{±1}

(
x− qxkick

z
− tx

)
xkick is determined by the energy deposited in the calorimeters.

xkick = Ckick
z − zmagnet

E

Hereby it is assumed that the magnetic field can be described as a single bending plane
at z = zmagnet = 5 250 mm. Ckick is a measure for the curvature due to the magnetic
field and has been determined in simulations (Ckick = 1.263 GeV).

For the y contribution to χ2 only the spatial resolution of the calorimeters is taken
into account, the Velo track slope can be assumed to be perfect.

σ(∆y) = 1
z
· 4× cell size√

12

The determination of ∆xcorr has two independent contributions.

σ(∆xcorr) = 1
z

√
σ2
x + σ2

xkick

The former is again the spatial resolution of the calorimeter.

σx = 4× cell size√
12
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Detailed Explanation

Table 5.1: Velo-Calo matching efficiencies for different χ2 cuts, different
decay channels and different beam energies. All numbers are determined
in simulated events.

(a) Collisions at 900 GeV.

χ2 ε ε (π from KS) ghost fraction

5 96.9 ± 0.1% 96.0 ± 0.2% 92.2%

2 93.8 ± 0.1% 92.4 ± 0.3% 88.8%

1 90.2 ± 0.1% 87.9 ± 0.4% 85.5%

0.75 88.2 ± 0.1% 85.6 ± 0.4% 83.8%

(b) Collisions at 7 TeV.

χ2 ε ε (π from KS) ghost fraction

5 97.6 ± 0.2% 96.0 ± 0.3% 96.9%

2 95.1 ± 0.2% 92.2 ± 0.5% 95.6%

1 91.9 ± 0.3% 87.1 ± 0.6% 94.2%

0.75 89.8 ± 0.3% 83.8 ± 0.7% 93.6%

(c) Collisions at 10 TeV.

χ2 ε ε (π from KS) ghost fraction

5 97.78 ± 0.05% 96.5 ± 0.1% 97.1%

2 95.49 ± 0.07% 92.8 ± 0.2% 95.8%

1 92.39 ± 0.09% 88.1 ± 0.2% 94.5%

0.75 90.33 ± 0.10% 85.2 ± 0.2% 93.9%

The latter is uncertainty on the determination of xkick from the energetic resolution.

σxkick = xkick
σE
E

σE
E

= 60%⊕ 70%√
E/GeV

:=

√
0.62 + 0.72

E/GeV

Table 5.1 shows the efficiency of matching Velo tracks to calorimeter clusters as
a function of the maximum allowed χ2 value. If χ2 < 1 the match is supposed to be
correct. Due to the low resolution of the calorimeters still most of the probes are ghosts.

Charge and Momentum Estimation

Combining the slope of the Velo track with the position of the calorimeter cluster
a momentum estimate, which is more precise than the energy measurement in the
calorimeter, can be made. This time the z position of the first hit in the VELO is
considered.
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5. Probes for the Tracking System from the Calorimeters

xkick = xVelo + tx Velo(zCalo − zVelo)− xCalo

1
p

=
∣∣∣∣ xkick

Cmom

∣∣∣∣
Cmom here is different from the above Ckick:

Ckick = 1.263 GeV
Cmom = 9.950 m/GeV

Given that in the latter case of the momentum estimation more information is used,
the constants are calibrated independent from each other. For technical reasons Ckick
was determined maximising the matching efficiency in the simulation while Cmom could
be adjusted using data with respect to the longtrack momentum estimate for confirmed
Velo-Calo probes.

The charge of the probe is

q =
{

1 if xkick > 0
−1 if xkick > 0

for upward field polarity and vice versa for the opposite field polarity.
Whether the simple model of a bending plane can be used has been investigated in

simulated data by studying correlations between the Velo track parameters, the cluster
position and the momentum pull (psimulation − pestimate)/psimulation. Those correlations
are observable but small enough to be neglected for the study (see figure 5.2).

5.3 Further Development of Velo-Calo Matching

The treatment of the charge ambiguity illustrated in figure 5.1 can be omitted because
for a given pair of a Velo track and a calorimeter cluster the curvature in the magnetic
field is already determined. The shift xkick is therefore only applied into the direction
which will minimise χ2 as shown in figure 5.3.

Velo-Calo matching in the trigger is performed before longtracks are reconstructed.
The present study however is performed after the longtrack reconstruction. Velo
tracks therefore have been fitted using hits in the T stations if they are used for the
reconstruction of longtracks (see section 3.2).

No bias from these different fits is allowed because the reconstruction of longtracks
is to be probed with Velo-Calo probes. Hence all Velo tracks are refitted with a full
Kalman filter fit before the reconstruction of Velo-Calo probes.

The algorithm in the trigger is optimised to match high momentum tracks which
originate in an interaction close to the nominal interaction point. As the z position of
the first hit in the Velo is not taken into account in the computation of χ2 it has to be
tested whether the average χ2 is shifted towards larger values for large z values of the
first hit of the Velo track.

Figure 5.4 shows the average χ2 as a function of the first Velo hit for correct matched
Velo-Calo probes in simulated events. No significant shift towards larger χ2 values can
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(c) x position of the calorimeter cluster
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(d) y position of the calorimeter cluster

Figure 5.2: Momentum pull as a function of different parameters.

Figure 5.3: For a given pair of a Velo track and a calorimeter cluster,
the direction of xkick is already determined.
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Figure 5.4: The average matching χ2 for correct combinations of Velo
tracks with calorimeter clusters as a function of the z position of the
first Velo hit in the region of interest. The underlying events were
simulated.

be observed. Moreover χ2 for correct combinations is in average well below 1, the value
up to which Velo-Calo probes are taken into consideration as correct matches.

The distribution of χ2 for correct matches is shown in figure 5.5 as a function of
the inverse momentum. The inverse momentum is chosen because xkick is proportional
to it and a wrong calibration of Ckick is expected to be visible as a shift towards larger
χ2 for large inverse momenta. Again, no such shift can be observed.

Calorimeter clusters are reconstructed for all particles absorbed in the calorimeters.
Charged pions are in the particle identification for longtracks identified by a signal
in the SPD, which rejects neutral particles, and by requiring deposited energy in the
HCAL, which rejects electrons.

In section 10.3 it is shown that restricting Velo-Calo probes to probes from clusters
with a signal in the SPD and the HCAL does not improve the tracking efficiency study.

Momentum Resolution

The momentum resolution of Velo-Calo probes is shown in figure 5.6 with respect to
the simulated momentum. The mean squared error on the estimate is below (7.35 %)2.
The downstream track reconstruction for comparison has a momentum resolution of
less than 1 %. [Sta10]

For confirmed Velo-Calo probes the momentum of the Velo-Calo probe can be
compared to the momentum of the confirming track. Thereby the magnetic field, i.e.
Cmom, can be calibrated on data. The corresponding plot is shown in figure 5.7 for
simulated data and for measured data. A large fraction of wrong momentum estimates
is visible which is due to the fact that ghost probes can be confirmed.
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Figure 5.5: Matching χ2 for correct combinations of Velo tracks with
calorimeter clusters as a function of the inverse momentum. The cut at
χ2 = 1 is already applied. The underlying events were simulated.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the momentum determined by Velo-Calo
tracking to the simulated value. The histogram shows (preference −
pVeloCalo)/preference. The mean is −1.36± 0.03 %, the RMS is 7.22 %.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the momentum determined by Velo-Calo
tracking to the momentum estimate of the longtrack reconstruction.
The histograms show (preference−pVeloCalo)/preference. The background is
from Velo-Calo ghosts which are confirmed. The Velo-Calo momentum
estimate in this case is meaningless. The Velo-Calo momentum estimate
is smaller than the longtrack momentum, the relative difference is
between 0 and 1 and between −∞ and 0 in the opposite case. Thus the
background from small Velo-Calo momenta is concentrated below 1.

The momentum resolution compared to the longtrack reconstruction reveals an
offset of −2.02± 0.04 % with an RMS of 4.41 % in simulated events and −2.01± 0.01 %
with an RMS of 5.26 % in measured data.

Further Background Reduction

The selection of χ2 < 1 tracks still allows that a Velo track has been used for several
Velo-Calo probes and that a calorimeter cluster has been used for several Velo-Calo
probes. This ensures that the correct matches are among the probes

It is a common way to reduce the number of ghosts by taking only the “best” probe
from a set of possible candidates using the same seed. The best probe is the one
with the least χ2. A wrong combination may still have a smaller χ2 than the correct
combination.

Which of the two effects – reducing the number of ghosts and decreasing the
probability to keep correct combinations – dominates the background reduction is
tested on data in section 7.5. From the following five configurations the third one is
used.

1. Taking all Velo-Calo probes (no background reduction).

2. For each Velo track, using only the calorimeter cluster which matches best.

3. For each calorimeter cluster, using only the Velo track which matches best.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of the optimisation schemes. Each circle represents a Velo track or calorimeter cluster. A line
connecting them represents the Velo-Calo probe using both. For three combinations χ2 values are given to illustrate that
requiring each Velo track and each calorimeter cluster to be used only once does not determine the result – optimisations 4
and 5 differ.
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Figure 5.9: A wrong reconstructed Velo-Calo track (red) being confirmed
by a correct reconstructed longtrack (black).

4. For each Velo track, using only the calorimeter cluster which matches best.
Afterwards, test if a cluster is used several times and keep from those Velo-Calo
track the best one.

5. For each calorimeter cluster, using only the Velo track which matches best.
Afterwards test if a Velo track is used several times and keep from those Velo-Calo
track the best one.

The configurations are also illustrated in figure 5.8.
The effect on the later measurement of these configurations and the reason for

prefering the third option are explained in section 7.5.

5.4 Velo-Calo Probe Confirmation

For the measurement of the tracking efficiency for each probe is decided whether it
has been found by the standard track reconstruction in the T stations. Given that
Velo-Calo probes and longtracks are reconstructed from Velo tracks a Velo-Calo probe
is confirmed if a longtrack is found which is built from the same Velo track. As
illustrated in figure 5.9 the longtrack in black confirming the Velo-Calo probe does not
necessarily need to be a track similar to the Velo-Calo probe. The effect of such wrong
confirmations on the measurement is shown in section 7.4.

For the analysis of the downstream tracking efficiency or the efficiency of the T track
reconstruction such a confirmation based on common segments cannot work as neither
T tracks nor downstream tracks have any hit in common with a Velo-Calo probe.

As shown by [Sto10], such a confirmation can be done extrapolating the probes to
a fixed plane at the end of the T stations. If there is a standard track within a search
window around the Velo-Calo extrapolation with compatible slopes, the Velo-Calo
probe is confirmed (see figure 5.10).

Studies on simulated data have shown that a search window size of 10 cm in x and
y, and 3 mm/m in tx and ty confirm 97 % of Velo-Calo reconstructed pions which are
also reconstructed in the T stations while 0.5 % of the confirmations are confirmations
of pions which are not reconstructed in the T stations.
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Figure 5.10: Velo-Calo probes for the measurement of the T track
reconstruction efficiency are confirmed if a T track (bold black) is in
the T stations within a search window around the predicted trajectory
of the Velo-Calo probe. For better visualisation, the deviation of
the reconstructed trajectories and the true trajectory (thin blue) is
exaggerated. Not indicated is that the T track parameters tx and ty
also have to be in agreement with the Velo-Calo probe parameters. The
confirmation with downstream tracks is done analogously.
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Probes for the Tracking System

from the Muon Stations

Also eigentlich ist mir egal, ob
jetzt J/ψ suppression oder
enhancement. In jedem Fall sieht
man was in der Signatur.

Jan de Cuveland

An alternative approach to the reconstruction of Velo-Calo probes is matching Velo
tracks to muon track segments. Before turning to the matching of Velo tracks to muon
track segments in section 6.2 the reconstruction of muon track segments is discussed in
the first section.

6.1 Track Reconstruction in the Muon Stations

The standard track reconstruction at LHCb (see section 3.2) does not comprise a track
reconstruction in the muon stations. Nevertheless in the HLT1 muon track segments
are reconstructed to seed the search for tracks from muons. Moreover, to monitor
the hit efficiency of the muon stations a track reconstruction in the muon stations
has been implemented for the online monitoring. The algorithm used in the trigger is
called HltMuonRec and the one used in the monitoring MuonCombRec. By default both
algorithms start the search for muon tracks in the last station, i.e. M5, and use hits
in that station as seeds. In each step the search is continued in the adjacent station
towards the interaction region. As in the first step no information on the slope of the
track to reconstruct is available the assumption of a straight line to the interaction
region is used to extrapolate the hit to M4 (figure 6.2(a)). In the y-z plane, where the
curvature due to the magnetic field is negligible, this assumption is convenient while in
the x-z plane this only holds for infinite momenta.

Around the extrapolated position hits are searched for in a search window. As
illustrated in figure 6.1 the size of the search window in x direction imposes a lower
limit on the momentum of reconstructible muons. The search window is chosen such
that the deviation from the straight line due to the curvature is smaller than the search
window for momenta in the range of interest. If there is more than one hit in the search
window a best one is determined by calculating the distance h between the predicted
position and the position of the hit (figure 6.2(c)). The hit with the smallest distance
h is taken which makes the reconstruction favour high momentum tracks.

Once hits in different stations are found, a straight line between the hits in adjacent
stations is used to predict the position of hits in the next station (figure 6.2(b)).
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Figure 6.1: While a small search window is sufficient for a high mo-
mentum particle, the low momentum particle will not be reconstructed
with the indicated search window. The thin black lines are the real
trajectories of the muons, the bold dark blue lines indicate the straight
line towards the interaction region which defines the search window in
M4.

The search for hits is repeated until M1 (in case of MuonCombRec) or M2 (in case of
HltMuonRec) respectively is reached.

If no hit for a track is found in a station the reconstruction of the track is not
continued. To be reconstructed, a particle needs to be detected in each of the stations
which is used for the reconstruction. MuonCombRec offers the possibility to skip a
selected station as well as the option not to start at M5. Independent of the selected
seed station the search is only performed towards the interaction region – starting
in M3 results in not using M4 and M5. In the case where a station is selected to be
skipped, the extrapolation is extended to the next station which is to be used. This
makes the reconstruction independent from the skipped station – missing hits neither
cause truncation nor can hits in that station improve the reconstruction.

MuonCombRec provides the possibility to recognise clusters or crosstalk. If there are
hits in cells adjacent to the best hit these are also added to the track.

Figure 6.2 shows the case of MuonCombRec neither using the possibility to skip a
station nor adding crosstalk to the track.

The main contribution to the reconstruction of clones are those cases where hits
in M5 are close to each other but not treated as crosstalk. Both hits will serve as a
seed for a track and the algorithms are likely to pick up the same hits in the other
stations for both seeds. Both algorithms have methods of clone killing to encounter
that problem considering the usage of the same hits in the muon stations M2 and M3
as a clone attribute. Of clone tracks the track candidate of which the hit in M5 is closer
to a straight line extrapolation through the hits in M2 and M3 is kept.

Muon Track Segments for Efficiency Studies
The calorimeter clusters used in the previous chapter only provide the position of a
particle in the calorimeter and its energy. From muon track segments not only the
position of a muon in the muon stations but the full 4-momentum and the charge can
be obtained as follows.

Using the assumption that the muons which were reconstructed as muon track
segments were produced in or close to the primary vertex, the x position and the slope
in the x-z plane already determine the curvature in the magnetic field and thereby the
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Track Reconstruction in the Muon Stations

(a) In the first step no information on
the slope is available, and a straight line
towards the interaction region is assumed
to define the search window.

(b) From the second step on the slope be-
tween the last two hits is used to predict
the hit position in the next station.

(c) If several hits are in the field of inter-
est the one in better agreement with the
extrapolation, i.e. the smaller distance h
is taken.

(d) The track reconstruction is completed
once the last station is reached.

Figure 6.2: Steps of the track reconstruction algorithms in the muon
stations. Hits in M5 serve as seeds. Once a hit is found, the search
window in the next station is defined.
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(a) The model of a bending plane determines half of the muon trajectory.

(b) Assuming the muon to originate from the interaction region the second half is determined.

(c) The kink, i.e. xkick, then is a measure for the momentum.

Figure 6.3: Momentum estimation from hits only in the muon stations.
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Figure 6.4: Track segments reconstructed with the tuned algorithm.
Only the yellow hit is used for seeding in M4, because it is not used
for any M5 seeded track segment. For track (2) the extrapolation to
M2 is done using the hits in M3 and M5, as indicated by the dark blue
line, instead of the prediction indicated by the red line which uses the
position which was predicted for the search in M4.

momentum (see figure 6.3). With the momentum and position information, muon track
segments could probe the efficiency of the entire tracking system, i.e. the efficiency
to reconstruct a longtrack and not only the VELO or T station contribution. This
powerful approach suffers from the low resolution of the muon chambers and multiple
scattering in the calorimeters and in the muon absorbers. Therefore momenta cannot
be determined precisely and the extrapolation to a decay vertex does not provide any
information on the vertex quality. It has been shown that muon track segments alone
cannot be used in a tag and probe method ([dC10d; dC10c]).

Improvements

Both tracking algorithms have the strict requirement that a hit is needed in each
station which is used in the reconstruction of the track segment. From table 8.1 an
improvement of the efficiency of at least 2 % is expected by replacing this restriction
with a more flexible requirement and by demanding hits in a minimum number of
stations. I.e. a station may only be skipped if no hit is within the search window.

To optimise the muon track segment reconstruction, changes have been applied to
HltMuonRec. The seeding of muon tracks remains mainly unchanged: In a first part of
the muon track reconstruction all hits in M5 seed a track – in figure 6.4 for tracks (2)
and (3). Hence tracks with hits in all stations as well as tracks with missing hits in the
stations M2, M3, and M4 can be found. A track without a hit in M5 cannot be found
that way. These are found using those hits in M4 as seeds which have not been used to
reconstruct a track segment seeded from M5 – track (1) in figure 6.4.

In the intermediate steps hits are searched for in a search window in each station
around the expected position in that station. If a hit is found, the hit position is used
as a starting point for the extrapolation to the next station, as before. Otherwise the
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initial expected position serves as a starting point, thereby the previous extrapolation
is extended (not indicated in the figure). The minimum number of hits in the four
muon stations M2-M5 is chosen to be three. Hence only one extended extrapolation
per track is allowed for M5 seeded tracks and no extended extrapolation is allowed for
M4 seeded tracks.

As indicated for track (2) in figure 6.4 the extrapolation is always done using the
slope between the last two hits and not with respect to an intermediate expected
position in a station without a hit.

Table 8.1 also shows the efficiency of the improved algorithm.

6.2 Velo-Muon Matching in Principle

The principle of matching Velo tracks to muon segments has already been developed by
[Ste08]. More recent simulated events, from 2009 and 2010 in contrast to simulations
from 2006, have been used for further development of the algorithm. Moreover the
algorithm has been reimplemented and thereby integrated to the LHCb software
framework1. Details of the procedure have been examined and improved to make
the matching more efficient, increase the accessible phase space and automatise the
calibration.

For each of the reconstructed tracks in the muon stations the Velo track from
the same particle is searched to make Velo-Muon probes. Again the assumption of a
bending plane is used to find the best Velo track. Both Velo tracks and muon track
segments are extrapolated linearly to the magnetic plane and the distance dx in x
direction is determined. Due to the negligible curvature in the y-z plane the distance
dy in y direction can be calculated at any z position which was done using the hit in
the second muon station.

A Velo track was then supposed to be better than another one if both dx and dy
were smaller. Requiring two criteria to be fulfilled makes the decision depending on
the order in which the Velo tracks are considered. As a remedy a combined distance
has been introduced (see below).

The momentum of Velo-Muon probes is estimated using the same x-kick method as
in the Velo-Calo tracking but in a second step a Kalman fit has been introduced to
further improve the measurement because the track quality estimate and momentum
estimate thereby use the full information of the measured magnetic field instead of
the simplified model of a bending plane. Moreover the material interaction is more
accurately taken into account than in a simple χ2 fit2.

Muon track segments were in the original version of Velo-Muon matching recon-
structed by HltMuonRec which is changed to the improved HltMuonRec.

6.3 Further Improvements in Velo-Muon Tracking

The two most obvious methods to fit the hits in the muon stations for the extrapolation
are a straight line through the two hits closest to the interaction region on the one
hand and a minimum χ2 fit of all the hits on the other hand. The latter provides a

1The integration is especially important as the program has to be run in the production of stripping
streams.

2For Velo-Calo probes this is not possible due to the coarse resolution of the calorimeter. The
calorimeter cluster will be treated as an outlier in the Kalman fit and thus ignored for the momentum
determination.
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Figure 6.5: Muon tracks and Velo tracks are extrapolated linearly to
the bending plane of the LHCb magnet.

longer lever arm to measure the slope but does not treat the material interaction in
the muon absorbers correctly. The hits in M2 and M3 are less influenced by multiple
scattering. Hence the former method treats material interaction more adequate. The
χ2 fit is modified to give a higher weight to the stations less affected by the multiple
scattering by modifying the error estimates of the hits before they enter the calculation.
The error estimates are obtained from the cell sizes via σx = ax/

√
12 where ax is the

size in x direction. The scaling factors s therefore not only depend on the station (the
amount of traversed material depends on the station) but also on the region of the
muon station (the granularity depends on the region).

A straight line is fitted to the hits which goes through the nominal interaction point
in the y-z plane.

x(z) = b+ txz

y(z) = tyz

The χ2, which is minimised in the fit, includes the scaling factors as follows:

χ2 =
∑
hits

(x(z)− xhit)2

σ2
x,hit

+ (y(z)− yhit)2

σ2
y,hit

→
∑
hits

(x(z)− xhit)2

(s(reg,sta) ·σx,hit)2
+ (y(z)− yhit)2

(s(reg,sta) ·σy,hit)2

For four stations there are 16 factors s(reg,sta) but only 12 of them have to be
determined because a common factor will only affect the absolute value of χ2 but not
the weights of the different hits. The factors have been determined using a simulation of
J/ψ → µ+µ− decays in the LHCb detector. For each set of parameters the percentage
of correct matched Velo-Muon probes among all Velo-Muon probes has been evaluated
and the set maximising it is given in table 6.1. Figures showing the dependency of the
matching efficiency on the scaling factors can be found in appendix B.2.

Given that only 12 of the 16 degrees of freedom have a physical meaning, only
the ratios sreg,sta 2/sreg,sta 3, sreg,sta 3/sreg,sta 4, and sreg,sta 4/sreg,sta 5 are calibrated
for optimal Velo-Muon matching.

For fixed ratios the remaining overall scaling factors are determined by optimising
the Velo-Muon matching efficiency for muon track segments from MuonCombRec. Since
the ratios are fixed, the matching efficiency for muon track segments from HltMuonRec
cannot decrease in this calibration for MuonCombRec – it only introduces compatibility
to the muon track segments from the monitoring algorithm.
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Table 6.1: Scaling parameters for the correction of multiple scattering
in the muon absorbers.

parameter station 2 station 3 station 4 station 5
sreg 0 1.00 1.67 4.17 4.17
sreg 1 1.19 3.80 8.33 4.76
sreg 2 1.00 5.33 13.3 13.3
sreg 3 1.04 3.13 4.17 3.13

Figure 6.6: Increasing the distance of the plane in which the y distance
between two tracks is determined.The distance between tracks in the
y-z plane scales with the z position where the distance is determined.

As stated above, the original selection of the best Velo track can lead to ambiguous
results. The ambiguity is removed by using a combined distance d which has to be
minimised:

d =
√
f · d2

x + (1− f) · d2
y

The factor f is hereby used in such a way that both extremes, d = dx and d = dy, can
be set with f = 0 and f = 1 respectively.

The factor f corrects for different length scales in the combined x and y distance
which are due to the different z positions of the x and y distance determination. That
the scaling has to be adjusted arises from the intercept theorem as shown in figure 6.6.
The factor f also takes into account that in the x extrapolation the low resolution
muon track segment is extrapolated over a long distance, while in the y extrapolation
the high resolution of the VELO is exploited for a long extrapolation towards the muon
stations. Optimising f will therefore also give a higher weight to the y contribution
than to the x contribution.

The determination of f must be done simultaneous with the optimisation of the
z position of the y distance determination. In A.2 is analytically demonstrated that
the uncertainty on dy is minimised by calculating it at a z position between the
VELO and the muon stations. The optimal position depends on the resolution of both
subdetectors. The track segment with the better resolution has to be extrapolated over
a larger distance than the the track segment with the lower resolution, i.e. dy has to be
determined closer to the muon stations than to the VELO.

The corresponding dependency of the matching efficiency on both z positions and
the scaling factor f is given in figure 6.7.

The final settings are to measure the distance in x at z = 5800 mm, the distance
in y is measured at z = 15000 mm with f = 0.06. This does not mean, that the x
measurement has hardly any influence on the calculated distance because the factor
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Figure 6.7: Dependency of the matching efficiency on the z position of
the x distance calculation, zmagnet, left and on the z position of the y
distance calculation and the scaling factor, f , right. In the latter case
the efficiency is indicated by the colour.
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Figure 6.8: Performance of Velo-Muon matching as a function of the
maximum distance d. For muon tracks in the innermost region of the
muon stations. In figure B.3 the efficiency and the purity in the other
regions of the muon stations are shown.
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Table 6.2: Maximum distances used in the Velo-Muon matching and
the corresponding efficiencies and purities. Determined on simulated
events containing a J/ψ → µµ decay with both muons in the detector
acceptance.

region maximum
distance efficiency purity

0 30 mm 78.8± 0.6 % 71.6± 0.6 %
1 60 mm 83.4± 0.3 % 72.3± 0.3 %
2 110 mm 79.1± 0.3 % 63.5± 0.3 %
3 200 mm 79.4± 0.4 % 72.6± 0.4 %

enters in the quadratic addition. The different scales for x and y therefore differ by a
factor

√
0.06 ≈ 1/4.

The fraction of ghosts among the Velo-Muon probes is reduced by rejecting those
where d is too large. The efficiency for Velo-Muon matching

ε = #muon which are reconstructed as Velo-Muon probe
#muon which are reconstructible as Velo-Muon probe

and the purity, defined as

ρ = #correct matched Velo-Muon probes
#Velo-Muon probes ,

are functions of the maximum d as shown in figure 6.8. Reconstructible as Velo-Muon
probe means that the muon has to be reconstructed as a Velo track and as a muon track
segment. For each region of the muon stations a different d cut is chosen to take the
different multiplicities and resolutions into account. The efficiency and purity for the
different regions of the muon stations and the maximum d values are given in table 6.2.

Momentum Resolution
The momentum resolution shown in figure 6.9 for simulated events shows a good
momentum resolution if one considers that there is no measurement behind the magnet
which is not influenced by multiple scattering in the calorimeters. Compared to the
resolution quoted by [Ste08] the usage of a full Kalman fit does not improve the
momentum resolution.
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Figure 6.9: Resolution of Velo-Muon tracks for simulated events. Com-
pared to the simulated momentum the mean of the relative difference
is 0.015± 0.050 % and the RMS is 6.5 %. Compared to the longtrack
reconstruction the mean is 0.031± 0.048 % and the RMS is 6.0 %.
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7
Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the

T Stations with KS→ π+π−

So, und jetzt haben wir gelernt:
Bälle rollen bergab und Spindeln
rollen bergauf.

Karlheinz Meier

Pions which are found as Velo-Calo probes are used to determine the efficiency of
the LHCb track reconstruction in the T stations. They are used in the tag and probe
method to reconstruct the decay KS→ π+π− as shown in figure 7.1.

7.1 Selection of KS Events

The KS resonance has a short lifetime of 0.895× 10−10 s. A separation of production
vertex and decay vertex of the KS is one of the main criteria to distinguish KS decays
from the background.

The selection criteria chosen for the tag and probe tracking efficiency measurement
using Velo-Calo reconstructed KS daughters are given in table 7.1. The individual
quantities are explained in the following paragraphs.

χ2/ndof(longtrack) The track quality, χ2/ndof, is the main tool to distinguish
ghosts from “real” tracks.

Figure 7.1: A KS decay to be reconstructed for the efficiency measure-
ment. For each decay it is tested if the probe is confirmed.
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7. Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the T Stations with KS→ π+π−

Figure 7.2: Illustration of direction angle and impact parameter in case
of a KS decay. Other particles produced in the primary interaction are
indicated. The extrapolation of a pion tracks beyond the decay vertex
are shown in red, the straight line from the decay vertex to the primary
vertex is dashed, the direction angle and the KS momentum are green,
and the pions impact parameter blue.

Table 7.1: Selection criteria for KS decays.

variable value

χ2/ndof (longtrack) < 5

distance of closest approach < 1 mm

cos(direction angle) > 0.99995

χ2/ndof (KS decay vertex) < 5

z (KS decay vertex) > 150 mm

π impact parameter (w.r.t. primary vertex) > 1.5 mm

The current recommendation of the LHCb tracking group is to use tracks with
χ2/ndof < 5.

Distance of closest approach (DOCA) Velo tracks are straight lines which do
not need to intersect in three dimensional space. The minimum distance between
two tracks is called the distance of closest approach. For particles coming from the
same vertex, tracks would ideally meet in the vertex and have a vanishing DOCA. The
DOCA is highly correlated to the vertex χ2/ndof but faster to compute, the general
recommendation therefore is to only compute χ2/ndof if the distance of closest approach
is small.

Direction angle (DIRA) Knowing both, the position of the decay vertex and the
momentum of the KS the trajectory of the KS, can be reconstructed. The angle between
that trajectory and a straight line between the primary vertex and the decay vertex is
called direction angle.

Most KS are produced at the primary vertex and fly straight till they decay. Ideally
the cosine of the DIRA is therefore 1.

In principle also the impact parameter of the reconstructed KS with respect to the
primary vertex could be used but the DIRA resolution is independent of the flight
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Figure 7.3: Relative signal uncertainty for the different cuts. In each
figure one cut is changed (abscissa) while the others are set to the values
from table 7.1.

distance while the impact parameter resolution scales with the flight distance.

χ2/ndof(vertex) Whether the pion tracks meet in a common vertex is expressed
in the goodness of the vertex fit. A large χ2/ndof indicates that the pions were not
produced in the same interaction.

z(vertex) The z coordinate of the position of the KS decay vertex in the LHCb
coordinate system is chosen such that most of the primary interactions and therefore
possible track combinations are excluded from the analysis.

Impact parameter Whereas the KS is required to have a trajectory coming from
the primary vertex, the KS decay products are required not to come from there. In
contrast to the KS those pions can be extrapolated back using only VELO information.
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Figure 7.4: Invariant mass spectrum for different cuts on the direction
angle. The background spectrum has a maximum under the KS peak
for the hard cut. A fit of the number of KS decays cannot be trusted in
the latter case.

A minimum impact parameter of the pions with respect to the primary vertex ensures
that these are decay products from a long lived particle.

The cuts were optimised on data with respect to the relative signal uncertainty
σ(NKS

)/NKS
. The dependence of the signal uncertainty on the cut variables is shown

in figure 7.3. The cut on the direction angle is shown in figure B.4. The dependency
of the relative signal uncertainty on the direction angle cut cannot be used for the
optimisation of the selection because a harder cut on the direction angle influences the
background spectrum such that the background has a peak at the KS mass which can
be seen in figure 7.4.

For further illustrate the effect of the cuts, in figure 7.5 the number of successfully
reconstructed KS with a certain direction angle are shown for simulated data. The
number of wrong reconstructed KS decays (i.e. background to the analysis) is also
shown and the chosen cut is indicated.

For the other cut variables, the corresponding figures for simulated data are in
appendix B.3.

7.2 Phase Space Coverage

Any results obtained with the tag and probe method will quantify the tracking perfor-
mance in the phase space covered by Velo-Calo probes from KS decays. It is therefore
important that the covered phase space is large and that it is known which part of the
phase space is covered by the method.

For simulated events the distribution of Velo-Calo probes from KS decays is illus-
trated in figure 7.6.

The different acceptances are due the fact that the VELO cannot be completely
closed at the low energy. This reduces the maximum pseudo rapidity to 4, larger values
still occur if the decaying KS is produced at small pseudo rapidity and then decays
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Figure 7.5: Number of correct reconstructed KS decays (red) and
background contribution as a function of cos (DIRA).
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Figure 7.6: The phase space covered by correct reconstructed Velo-
Calo probes from KS decays in simulated events. 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) for√
s = 7 TeV, 7.6(c) and 7.6(d) for

√
s = 900 GeV. At

√
s = 900 GeV

the VELO is opened by 30 mm.

inside one of the VELO halves. The gaps in the VELO can also be seen in the ϕ
distribution.

The phase space coverage in data is shown in figure 7.7. As it cannot be said for a
single probe in data if it is correctly reconstructed, the number of reconstructed KS
decays with a Velo-Calo probe in a certain phase space region is determined from the
corresponding invariant mass histogram in each bin of figure 7.7.

Given that every data point in figure 7.7 requires the fit of a mass histogram,
which needs sufficient statistics and which needs to be checked individually, a coarser
resolution than in figure 7.6 has been chosen. The measurement does not reveal any
range in the phase space which is simulated to be accessible but is not covered in data.

With Velo-Calo probes the reconstruction of charged particles can be measured in
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Figure 7.7: Phase space coverage of Velo-Calo reconstructed KS daugh-
ters. The colour indicates the number of KS with the Velo-Calo recon-
structed pion in the corresponding phase space region. White indicates
that the number of reconstructed KS is within 1 σ compatible with 0.

the whole ϕ range, if the VELO is closed. In η as well the whole detector acceptance is
covered while probes with transverse momenta > 0.6 GeV or momenta > 15 GeV are
rare.

7.3 Measured Efficiencies

Estimation of the KS yield
The invariant mass spectra of the selected KS candidates with and without requiring
the Velo-Calo probe to be confirmed are used to determine the tracking efficiency in the
T stations. For both cases the number of KS decays in the signal peak is determined
by fitting the following model to the spectra.

The fit function comprising a double Gaussian describing the signal

ps(mππ) = NKS
·

(
1− fb
σ
√

2π
· exp

(
−1

2
(mππ −mKS

)2

σ2

)

+ fb

wσ
√

2π
· exp

(
−1

2
(mππ −mKS

)2

w2σ2

))

and a second order polynomial for the background

pb(mππ) = a+ bmππ + cm2
ππ

where mππ is the measured invariant mass and mKS
the fit parameter for the KS mass

(possibly different form the value in [Nak10]).
The parameter of interest is NKS

which is determined for both types, invariant mass
spectra of a probe track and a longtrack on the one hand and invariant mass spectra of
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(a) Invariant mass histograms and fits.

(b) Fit result for all probes.

parame-
ter value

NKS
494830± 650

mKS
504.6± 0.0 MeV

σ 5.63± 0.09 MeV

fb 0.31± 0.2

w 2.0± 0.7

a −17190± 1680

b 77.5± 6.8 MeV-1

c −0.0788± 0.0068 MeV-2

(c) Fit result for confirmed probes.

parame-
ter value

NKS
493290± 610

mKS
504.6± 0.0 MeV

σ 5.62± 0.08 MeV

fb 0.32± 0.2

w 2.0± 0.1

a −14530± 1530

b 64.8± 6.2 MeV-1

c −0.0653± 0.0062 MeV-2

Figure 7.8: For illustration of the method. The invariant mass spectra
are fitted to estimate the number of reconstructed KS decays. The
spectrum on the left shows the distribution of Velo-Calo probess com-
bined with longtracks, while one the right side the Velo-Calo probes are
required to be confirmed. The size of the data points includes statistical
error bars. The ratio of the signal KS decays is the tracking efficiency.
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Table 7.2: Measured tracking efficiencies for collisions at
√
s = 900 GeV

in 2009 for the longtrack reconstruction.

algorithm ε(data) ε(simulation) ε(mod. simulation)

forward tracks 93.4± 2.4 % 95.3± 1.0 % 94.1± 1.1 %
match tracks 86.1± 2.6 % 92.1± 1.2 % 88.8± 1.3 %
all longtracks 93.5± 2.1 % 96.4± 1.0 % 95.7± 1.0 %

a confirmed probe track and a longtrack on the other hand. The error estimate from
the fit routine is used for the error estimation of the calculated efficiency. The errors
given in the following tables and figures are calculated as explained in section 10.2 and
are not proportional to 1/

√
NKS

.

Collisions at
√
s = 900 GeV

In 2009 most of the LHC collisions were produced at a centre of mass energy of 900 GeV
– which is the energy at which protons collide without acceleration after the injection
from the SPS (see figure 2.1).

As stated in section 3.1 the tracking efficiency directly enters in measurements of
cross sections. For the determination of the KS production cross section [HMHK+10]
it has been determined using simulated KS decays but for the uncertainty estimation
the measurement in this work has been used. The tag and probe method has been
applied to both data and simulation and the difference is treated as an uncertainty on
the simulated value.

In addition to the official simulation data provided by the LHCb simulation group
a modified one has been used and the same two data sets will be used in this study.

The modified simulation was introduced because it was found that tracks recon-
structed in the simulation used in average more hits than in data.

Before the track finding was performed on the simulated data set, hits in the detector
were randomly removed such that after the reconstruction, the number of hits per track
had the same distribution in the simulation as on data.1

The results from table 7.2 show that the track matching algorithm is more sensitive
to the removal of hits. Moreover, after the modification the simulation is in agreement
with the measured result. The remaining difference was considered as systematic
uncertainty.

Moreover, table 7.2 shows the known fact, that using both algorithms, track matching
and forward tracking, increases the efficiency to reconstruct a longtrack only slightly
with respect to using only the forward tracking algorithm.

Collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV

The large integrated luminosity collected at
√
s = 7 TeV allows to measure the tracking

efficiency not only as a single number but also as a function of different kinematic
quantities of the particle.

1On data these hits are missing on the tracks for several reasons. The most obvious reason might
be a wrong simulated hit efficiency of the detector. Another, more important reason is misalignment
due to which hits are not found by the pattern recognition. Removing the hits completely from the
detector in the simulation therefore has the same effect for the track reconstruction.
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7. Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the T Stations with KS→ π+π−

Investigated are:

• momentum p

• transverse momentum pT

• pseudo rapidity η

• azimuthal angle ϕ.

Figures 7.9 through 7.12 show the efficiency of the longtrack reconstruction as a
function of these four variables. Figure (a) in each figure shows the efficiency of the
combined longtrack reconstruction (from track matching and forward tracking) for
all particles. For negative charged particles figure (b) shows the combined longtrack
reconstruction efficiency while in figure (c) only positive charged particles are considered.
The contribution of the individual algorithms, forward tracking and track matching, is
shown in figures (d) and (e) respectively.

Momentum Dependence Figure 7.9 shows the tracking efficiency contribution
from the T stations as a function of the particle momentum. Very low momentum
particles hardly reach the T stations due to the magnetic field which leads to large
statistical errors on the first momentum bin. Tracks are generally easier to reconstruct
if their curvature is small. This effect can be seen in the range up to 8 GeV in all figures,
for track matching even up to 20 GeV. The discrepancy between data and simulation is
larger for track matching than for forward tracking. The combined tracking efficiency
is hardly affected.

Transverse Momentum Dependence Figure 7.10 shows the tracking efficiency as
a function of the transverse particle momentum. Data points up to pT . 800 MeV can
be trusted, the range beyond is shown for illustration of results from too small data sets.
The simulated sample corresponds to a smaller integrated luminosity (3 nb-1) than
the actual data sample (14 nb-1). Therefore in the range beyond 1 GeV the method
provides no result for the simulation where the fits are still stable for data.

The dependency of the tracking efficiency on the transverse momentum is in good
agreement between data and simulation in the range of valid results. The limit of
800 MeV can either be increased by increasing the data sets or by using a different two
body decay.

Pseudo Rapidity Dependence In contrast to the momentum, there is no obvious
reason why the tracking efficiency should depend on the pseudo rapidity. Figure 7.11
ensures that the tracking efficiency is constant over a large range. Below 2.5 only
a small number of KS decay products could be reconstructed, the deviation from a
constant efficiency in that range is no indication for a problem in that range. For
pseudo rapidities larger than 4.5, the efficiency is significantly smaller than blow 4.5.
This effect can be explained by the detector geometry. In the middle of the T stations
where the beam pipe is situated, particles cannot be detected..

Azimuthal Angle Dependence The effect of the beam pipe can be seen in fig-
ure 7.12. For negative charged particles the tracking efficiency is small at ϕ ≈ 0 and for
positive charged particles the same effect can be seen at ϕ ≈ ±π. These are particles
of which trajectories are curved towards the beam pipe in the magnetic field. They
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(b) Efficiency for negative charged pions.
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(c) Efficiency for positive charged pions.
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(d) Efficiency for forward tracking.
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(e) Efficiency for track matching.

Figure 7.9: Tracking efficiencies of longtracks as a function of the
momentum p.
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(a) Efficiency for both charges.
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(b) Efficiency for negative charged pions.
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(c) Efficiency for positive charged pions.
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(d) Efficiency for forward tracking.
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(e) Efficiency for track matching.

Figure 7.10: Tracking efficiencies of longtracks as a function of the
transverse momentum pT . Beyond 1 GeV statistics is small which led
to divergent fits.
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(b) Efficiency for negative charged pions.
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(c) Efficiency for positive charged pions.
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(d) Efficiency for forward tracking.
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(e) Efficiency for track matching.

Figure 7.11: Tracking efficiencies of longtracks as a function of the
pseudo rapidity η.
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(c) Efficiency for positive charged pions.
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(d) Efficiency for forward tracking.
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Figure 7.12: Tracking efficiencies of longtracks as a function of the
azimuthal angle ϕ. The low efficiencies for ϕ = ±π and ϕ = 0 are an
effect of the detector geometry.
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Figure 7.13: Tracking efficiencies of longtracks as a function of the SPD
multiplicity.

may pass the beam pipe in the T stations and leave the beam pipe before reaching the
calorimeters.

Recent improvements of the track reconstruction in the T stations take a possible
transition of the beam pipe into account and increased the efficiency in the inner region
of the T stations. [Sch10]

Moreover one might fear that the tracking algorithms show significant performance
loss for high multiplicity. In figure 7.13 the tracking efficiency as a function of the
number of hits in the SPD is shown2. The results are in agreement with a constant
efficiency.

The probability to reconstruct a charged particle trajectory in the T stations can
be a function of the detector module which is traversed. If a certain module is want,
particles going through that module have a lower chance to be reconstructed. From hit
efficiency measurements, individual module performances are known and considered in
the simulation, therefore no significant deviation is expected.

The results in figure 7.14 show that the distance of particles from the beam axis
increases with increased distance from the interaction point – no Velo-Calo probe passes
the outer three modules in station 1 while only one module at the outer ends of station
3 is not passed. Given that each probe passes all stations, statistical fluctuations can
be distinguished from real effects.

As illustrated in figure 7.15 a want module can be seen in the adjacent stations. As
no such effect can be seen, no region in the T stations except the aforementioned beam
pipe traversal is identified to cause problems to the track reconstruction.

Further observed effects
Figure 7.16 reveals that the KS mass (497.61 MeV) is not correctly reconstructed for
large pseudo rapidities of the Velo-Calo probe. As in the standard reconstruction no
such effect has been observed, it is assumed that this is an effect of the momentum
estimation in the Velo-Calo reconstruction. As however, the method does not rely on a
precise momentum estimation no correction for that effect is needed.

2The number of hits in the SPD is a found to be an appropriate measure for multiplicity effects in
T station track reconstruction. [Mei10]
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(a) Station 1
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(b) Station 2
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(c) Station 3

Figure 7.14: Tracking efficiencies of longtracks as a function of the x
position of the T station traverse. As length scale the width of an OT
module has been chosen – each data point therefore represents an OT
module while the four innermost data points also include tracks passing
through the IT.
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Measured Efficiencies

Figure 7.15: A want module has an effect on the measured efficiency if
an adjacent station is investigated. That no hit is found in the middle
station makes the reconstruction of some particles traversing the light
blue modules impossible. Still probes probes passing the light blue
modules can be reconstructed if they do not pass the want module.
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(a) 2.56 < η < 2.78
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Figure 7.16: Invariant mass spectrum for different η ranges of the probe
track. A different slope of the background spectrum as well as a shifted
KS mass can be seen.
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7. Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the T Stations with KS→ π+π−

Summary
The track weighted average efficiencies are the following.

εsimulation = 96.2± 0.4 %
εmeasurement = 95.5± 0.3 %

The difference between data and the simulation, 0.7 ± 0.5 %, is treated as the T station
contribution to the systematic uncertainty of the tracking efficiencies. The VELO con-
tribution has been determined by [Wan10b] also at the KS resonance and is 1.6± 0.5 %.

Particles which cannot be detected in the T stations due to a traversal of the
beam pipe in the T stations can be reconstructed as Velo-Calo probes. Therefore the
measured efficiency is smaller for particles which pass the beam pipe than for other
particles.

For the track matching algorithm, the difference between simulation and measure-
ment is larger than for forward tracking. For collisions at

√
s = 900 GeV in 2009 this

was an effect of a different effective hit efficiency. A modification of the simulations,
similar to those at

√
s = 900 GeV is investigated and results are expected soon [Sch].

In the low momentum range the efficiencies are lower than in average. This effect is
due to the property of track reconstruction algorithms to favour the reconstruction of
high momentum ghosts over low momentum tracks.

In the high pT range the simulated results are not reliable while the measurement
still provides results. The reason is that the integrated luminosity analysed is larger
than the luminosity corresponding to the simulation. A larger simulated data sample
however is not available and has not been created because the high pT region is supposed
to be investigated with the Velo-Muon method.

Confirmation with T Tracks and Downstream Tracks
For the confirmation of Velo-Calo probes with T tracks or Downstream tracks problems
can arise if the occupancy in the T stations around a Velo-Calo track is not simulated
correctly. If the probe traverses a high occupied region in the T stations it is likely to
use the track from a different particle for the confirmation.

Figure 7.17 shows the number of reconstructed KS decays as a function of the
T station hits in a 10 cm search window around the Velo-Calo probe. As the probability
to find a T track or downstream track in that search window is highly correlated to
the number of hits, the distributions for data and simulation have to be the same to
obtain reliable results. The distribution for simulated events is adjusted reweighting
the events according to the number of T station hits around the Velo-Calo probe such
that the distributions are the same.

Figure 7.18 shows the weights which are given to events of different occupancy
around a Velo-Calo probe. After applying these weights the efficiency for downstream
track reconstruction and T track reconstruction can be measured, which is shown in
figure 7.19.

As for longtracks, the measured efficiencies are slightly lower than in the simulation,
but no problem can be assigned to either algorithm in any phase space region.

7.4 Background from Wrong Confirmations

In section 5.4, the possibility to confirm a Velo-Calo ghost with a correct reconstructed
longtrack has been discussed. In the tag and probe method however no problem
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Figure 7.17: Normalised number of Velo-Calo reconstructed KS daugh-
ters for different numbers of hits in the T stations around the extrapo-
lated Velo-Calo track.
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Figure 7.18: Weights given to simulated events to correct for different
occupancy distributions in data and simulation. Due to small statistics
for the determination of the weights, only events with less than 15 hits
in the T station search window are considered for both simulation and
data.
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Figure 7.19: Tracking efficiencies for standard tracks without hits in
the VELO.
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(a) Confirming track and confirmed probe go
through the same module of the outer tracker.
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Figure 7.20: A wrong reconstructed Velo-Calo track (red) being con-
firmed by a correct reconstructed longtrack (black). For different dis-
tances between the confirmed probe and the confirming track, the
invariant π+π− mass spectrum is shown. Confirmed Velo-Calo ghosts
contribute to the background but not to the signal part.

arises from these wrong confirmations because their contribution to the invariant mass
spectrum is without any structure which would deteriorate the determination of NKS

.
This claim is verified by investigating for confirmed Velo-Calo tracks the distance
between the confirmed probe and the confirming track in the T stations. In figure 7.20,
the invariant π+π− mass spectra of a longtrack and a confirmed Velo-Calo probe for
different distances between confirmed probe and confirming track in the T stations are
shown. The contribution of wrong matched Velo-Calo probes to the total invariant
mass spectrum has no peak at the KS mass. The result of the tag and probe method is
therefore not truncated.
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7. Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the T Stations with KS→ π+π−

Table 7.3: Signal fraction, signal significance, and relative signal uncer-
tainty for the different background reduction schemes. The according
invariant mass spectra are shown in figure 7.21.

scheme sig. fraction rel. sig. un-
certainty

1 0.296 0.0374

2 0.401 0.0926

3 0.568 0.0460

4 0.401 0.0926

5 0.568 0.0460

7.5 Effect of the Background Reduction in Velo-Calo
Matching

The invariant mass spectra for the different background reduction configurations in
chapter 5 are shown in figure 7.21.

Within the signal window of ±2σ the signal fraction NKS/Nππ and the relative signal
uncertainty σ(NKS

)/NKS
are analysed for all five background reduction schemes, the

results are listed in table 7.3.
The small signal uncertainty would favour scheme 1 over the others, but given that

the signal fraction for method 3 is much larger at a comparable signal uncertainty
scheme 3 is chosen. This decision is purely for practical purpose because the CPU
consumption scales with the number of candidates. At the same total CPU consumption
method 3 will therefore yield a better measurement.
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Effect of the Background Reduction in Velo-Calo Matching
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(a) Optimisation 1: No Optimisation
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(b) Optimisation 2: The best calorimeter clus-
ter for each Velo track.
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(c) Optimisation 3: The best Velo track for
each calorimeter cluster.
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(d) Optimisation 4: The best calorimeter clus-
ter for each Velo track and each cluster used
only once.
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(e) Optimisation 5: The best Velo track for
each calorimeter cluster and each track used
only once.

Figure 7.21: Comparison of the results of the different configurations
of the background reduction in Velo-Calo matching. The indicated
mass window is set to the 2σ window (500± 14.5 MeV). In the first
histogram the range of the y axis is twice the range of the y axes of the
other histograms. Detailed figures are given in table 7.3
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8
Measurement of the Trigger Efficiency of the Muon
Track Segment Reconstruction with J/ψ → µ+µ−

Und inwieweit hat algebraische
Geometrie jetzt was damit zu
tun?

David Rohr

To decide which muon track segment reconstruction to use as a seed for Velo-Muon
probes the original algorithms as well as the improved HLT algorithm were tested.
In figure 8.1 the applied method is illustrated. In full reconstructed J/ψ → µ+µ−

decays, for each muon is tested if the muon can also be reconstructed as a muon track
segment. Thereby two muons per decay are tested as in the tag and probe method.
The difference is, that in the tag and probe method each decay is reconstructed twice,
i.e. as a probe–tag and as a tag–probe combination. Here both reconstructions are
identical.

In contrast to the T station efficiency measurements in this work, this muon station
efficiency measurement is biased given that the muon PID uses the same subdetector
which is used for muon track segment reconstruction. The LHCb muon group applies a
similar method to measure the muon PID performance [Jon10]. They do not require
one of the decay products to be identified as a muon and thereby measure the muon
PID efficiency unbiased.

Figure 8.1: A J/ψ → µ+µ− used for the decay to be reconstructed for
the efficiency measurement.
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8. Measurement of the Trigger Efficiency of the Muon Track Segment
Reconstruction with J/ψ → µ+µ−

Figure 8.2: Comparison of muon tracks with the hits used to identify
J/ψ decay muons (red). Hits not used for the identification are indicated
yellow. Four muon track segments are found: (3) and (4) are built from
hits which are used in the identification of J/ψ daughter (1). (5) from a
cosmic particle going steep through the detector which is not of interest.
(6) reconstructs a muon from the interaction but not from the J/ψ decay
and is not of interest either. Only one of the two muons of interest (1)
and (2) is found as a muon track segment.

8.1 Definition of the Trigger Efficiency

The quantity to optimise is not the efficiency to reconstruct muon track segments for
any muon but for muons from the decay J/ψ → µ+µ−. On the one hand that is the
decay which will be used in the tag and probe method using Velo-Muon probes and on
the other hand this is also a decay to be reconstructed in several trigger lines in the
LHCb experiment.

The muon track segment reconstruction for the trigger has to be optimised to recon-
struct muons from J/ψ → µ+µ− which are also identified in the standard reconstruction
– there is no interest for the trigger to reconstruct muon track segments for muons which
will not be identified as muons in the standard reconstruction. The trigger efficiency1

in this chapter is defined as

εtrigger = #identified muons which are reconstructed as a muon track segment
#identified muons .

Not maximising the absolute efficiency but the trigger efficiency imposes a bias
because thereby muons which are not identified in the particle identification are not
considered. The latter could still be used in the present tracking efficiency study. The
bias is acceptable for trigger interests but also for the reconstruction of Velo-Muon
probes because these will probe a subdetector which is independent from the muon
stations.

To measure the trigger efficiency, J/ψ → µ+µ− decays have been reconstructed and
the hits used to identify the tracks of muons (see section 2.5 and 3.2) are compared
to those used for muon track segments. A muon is defined to be reconstructed by the
muon track segment reconstruction if 90 % of the hits a muon track segment is built

1This is not the efficiency to trigger an event. A positive HLT1 decision requires more than the
reconstruction of a muon track segment.
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Event Selection

from, have been used to identify the muon2. In figure 8.2 that is the case for muon (1)
and the track segments (3) and (4). The illustration furthermore shows:

• Both tracks of muons (1) and (2) were extrapolated to the muon stations to
identify them. The hits in red are compatible to the extrapolation and thus used
to identify the muons.

• Every hit used to reconstruct the track segments (3) and (4) has been used to
identify muon (1). Muon (1) is therefore considered to be found as a muon track
segment.

• Muon track segments (5) and (6) were built from hits which were not all used to
identify a J/ψ daughter.

• There is no muon track segment which was built from the hits which identified
muon (2). It is therefore not considered to be reconstructed as a muon track
segment.

8.2 Event Selection

The events analysed in this chapter are taken from the di-muon stream applying the
standard selection for J/ψ → µµ at LHCb.

There is a bias if the muon track reconstruction efficiency is determined on events
which were only triggered because a HltMuonRec successfully reconstructed a muon
track segment – if only events with a positive Hlt1SingleMuon decision are analysed,
HltMuonRec will be 100 % efficient. There are the following possible combinations3:

Both muons triggered HLT1: Both TISTOS muons can be used for the trigger
efficiency measurement.

One muon triggered HLT1: Only the TIS muon can be used for the trigger effi-
ciency measurement as the usage of the trigger-muon would bias the result.

None of the muons triggered HLT1: In principle both could be used without bi-
asing the measurement but the event is likely to be a background event. The
event is not considered in the measurement of the trigger efficiency.

The decision of HLT2 is not considered because there a complete event reconstruc-
tion is done and therefore the decision is independent from the muon track segment
reconstruction4.

8.3 Trigger Efficiency Determination

Within the sample of tracks of muons, there will be ghosts or muons not originating
from a J/ψ decay. The number of considered5 J/ψ daughters and as muon track segment
reconstructed J/ψ daughters are therefore determined from invariant mass spectra.

2The percentage of common hits is a convenient choice. Not to depend on the number of hits per
track, the percentage is chosen such that every of the track hits has to be used in the identification.
The quoted efficiency will depend on this choice. The efficiencies for a different percentage is given in
appendix B.1.

3TIS and TISTOS are defined on page 19.
4In the full reconstruction the muon stations are used as a PID device with the same settings as in

the standard reconstruction.
5A muon is considered according to the trigger decision explained in the preceding section.
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8. Measurement of the Trigger Efficiency of the Muon Track Segment
Reconstruction with J/ψ → µ+µ−

Table 8.1: Efficiencies to reconstruct a J/ψ daughter as a muon track
segment for different algorithms and different settings. Considering the
original algorithms the efficiency can be increased by 2 % by changing
the seed station from M5 to M4 if M1 is not used.

algorithm seed station skip station efficiency tracks per
J/ψ event

single algorithms
HltMuonRec M5 88.6± 1.8 % 2.16
MuonCombRec M5 80.3± 1.7 % 2.21
MuonCombRec M5 M1 88.6± 1.8 % 2.32
MuonCombRec M4 81.2± 1.7 % 2.83
MuonCombRec M5 M4 79.3± 1.7 % 2.36
MuonCombRec M5 M3 75.5± 1.6 % 2.22
MuonCombRec M5 M2 70.9± 1.5 % 2.20
MuonCombRec M4 M1 90.8± 1.9 % 3.05

combination
MuonCombRec M5 one of M1-M5 85.7± 1.7 % —
modified algorithms
improved Hlt M5 one of M2-M5 93.5± 1.9 % 3.50

There are five cases and the numbers of J/ψ decays for each case are abbreviated
with a to e:

a One muon is considered which is not reconstructed as a muon track segment.

b One muon is considered which is reconstructed as a muon track segment.

c Two muons are considered but no muon is reconstructed as a muon track segment.

d Two muons are considered and one muon is reconstructed as a muon track segment.

e Two muons are considered and both muons are reconstructed as a muon track
segment.

The efficiency then is
ε = b+ d+ 2e

a+ b+ 2(c+ d+ e) .

By testing the different algorithms not only the information whether a muon has
been found by a certain algorithm can be analysed but also combined criteria, i.e.
whether at least one of some different algorithms has found a muon.

Table 8.1 summarises the muon track segment finding efficiency for the different
algorithms and configurations obtained from data.

The findings are that the efficiency is always below 82 % if a hit in M1 is required
but above 88 % if M1 is not used. This means that MuonCombRec tends to pick up
wrong hits in M1.

Furthermore not using hits in M2 or M3 decreases the efficiency6 while more tracks
are found if no hits are required in either M4 or M5. This is a result of the tuning of

6As the muon identification already requires hits in both stations, no improvement can be measured
here. Still the worsening is not expected.
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Trigger Efficiency Determination

Figure 8.3: Momentum and reconstructed J/ψ mass for muons which are
reconstructed as muon track segment by the improved HLT algorithm
but not by the original algorithm. The J/ψ signal is visible in the
momentum range from 4 GeV to 6 GeV. Thus, the improvement mainly
improves the reconstruction of muons in that momentum range.

the search windows. Towards the end of the search, a good resolution is assumed and
the search windows are small not to reconstruct ghosts. The assumed resolution is not
maintained if M2 or M3 are skipped. Thus for skipped stations M2 or M3 the search
windows are inappropriately small. In M4 or M5 on the other hand low momentum
tracks can not have a hit because the particles are absorbed or scattered such that
their hits are not within the search windows.

The muon track segment reconstruction can be improved by not requiring a certain
hit pattern but a flexible criterion of a minimal number of stations to be hit. The
requirement of three hits in M2-M5 is implemented in the improved HLT algorithm
as explained in section 6.1. The improved algorithm performs best of all the tested
algorithms.

The improved efficiency as a function of the muon momentum is demonstrated in
figure 8.3:

For J/ψ daughters which are reconstructed by the improved HLT algorithm but
not by the original HLT algorithm, the invariant mass of the reconstructed J/ψ decay
and the muon momentum are shown. Several background tracks are reconstructed,
i.e. ghosts or muons which are not J/ψ daughters but there are is also a J/ψ signature
visible, especially in the momentum range from 4 GeV to 6 GeV.
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9
Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the

T Stations with J/ψ → µ+µ−

Und deswegen gibt es vier
Zerfallsketten. . . . Jetzt habe ich
mich wahrscheinlich lächerlich
gemacht, aber Lernforscher sagen
ja, dass man das am besten
behält.

Thomas Walke

Similar to the previous efficiency measurement, using KS decays, J/ψ decays are
reconstructed in this chapter using a longtrack and a Velo-Muon probe to measure the
tracking efficiency as to be seen in figure 9.1.

The current stripping of LHCb does not provide an appropriate stripping stream
for that study. The current status, the results from the most appropriate stream, and
a dedicated stripping line are explained in this chapter.

9.1 Current Stripping Status

Each event in the “di-muon” stripping stream has passed a preselection for J/ψ decays.
That preselection requires the decay products of the J/ψ candidate to be reconstructed
as longtracks. The result of any tracking efficiency measurement using J/ψ decays from
the di-muon stream will therefore measure 100 %.

Figure 9.1: A J/ψ → µ+µ− decay to be reconstructed for the efficiency
measurement.
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9. Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the T Stations with J/ψ → µ+µ−

Table 9.1: Cuts to select J/ψ decays. Velo-Muon probes are by con-
struction tracks from muons.

variable StdLooseJPsi modified selection

pT (longtrack) > 500 MeV > 800 MeV

pT (Velo-Muon probe) > 500 MeV —

pT (J/ψ) > 1 GeV > 1 GeV

χ2/ndof (longtrack) < 5 < 5

χ2/ndof (Velo-Muon probe) < 5 < 10

χ2/ndof (vertex) < 10 < 5

distance of closest approach — < 1.5 mm

PID (longtrack) pos. muon PID pos. muon PID

The events for the preceeding KS study were taken from the “minimum bias” stream.
The event selection in the minimum bias stream imposes the least possible bias –
every event with two charged tracks, which do not even need to come from a common
vertex, are selected. As the minimum bias stream was established for studies which
need only small data samples corresponding to small luminosities, the stripping lines
in that stream are prescaled. Due to this prescaling the minimum bias stripping
comprises an integrated luminosity of ∼ 14 nb-1 which is insufficient for the tag and
probe tracking efficiency study using J/ψ decays – the measurement is dominated by
statistical uncertainty.

9.2 Selection of J/ψ Events

The selection of J/ψ decays is on the one hand more difficult than the KS selection
because the powerful flight distance cut is not applicable as the J/ψ decays at its
production point, on the other hand there are far less muons than pions produced in a
proton-proton collision, therefore the selection of the right muons as a combinatorial
task is easier.

Given that the spatial resolution of Velo-Muon probes is comparable to longtracks
and that the momentum resolution is better than 1 %, the standard selection of J/ψ
decays at LHCb can be used as a starting point for the Velo-Muon probe based
reconstruction of J/ψ decays.

The cuts applied are those from the standard selection StdLooseJPsi (as far
as applicable) with a few modifications shown in table 9.1. The modifications aim
to increase the phase space of the Velo-Muon reconstructed decay product without
increasing the background.

As for KS the DOCA cut is introduced to reduce the CPU consumption, especially
for the stripping line which will later be explained.

9.3 First Results

Using the largest minimum bias data set available a first impression of the results
can be obtained. The invariant mass spectrum of a Velo-Muon probe combined with
a longtrack is shown in figure 9.2 as well as for confirmed Velo-Muon probes. The
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Developed Stripping Line

Figure 9.2: The di-muon invariant mass spectrum of a Velo-Muon probe
and a longtrack using the largest minimum bias data sample. 150 J/ψ
decays were reconstructed of which 125 are in the subset of confirmed
Velo-Muon probes. For better background estimation the shown mass
window is much broader than in figure 9.3. Due to the broader mass
window the background looks much steeper.

corresponding efficiency is 83± 14 %. Small statistics makes this result rather a proof
of principle than a measurement but ensures that the method is applicable.

9.4 Developed Stripping Line

For the tracking efficiency measurements involving J/ψ decays, a stripping line has
been established. As the stripping is run after the standard reconstruction, the
specifications of stripping lines are designed for decisions which can be made without
further reconstruction. The fit procedure of all Velo tracks and the reconstruction of
muon tracks and afterwards Velo-Muon probes already need more time than is allowed.
Moreover, stripping lines for physics analyses deal with longtracks which have a lower
ghost rate than Velo-Muon probes, the background contribution to the selected events
is therefore expected to be higher and simultaneously the retention rate is higher than
allowed.

Additionally, the stripping lines for physics analyses have been optimised on previous
stripping versions – analysing less data without prescaling. For the tracking efficiency
stripping line no such old data set is available to tune the selection and the data sets
provided by the stripping group are too small to perform such an optimisation – these
are provided only to measure the retention rate and CPU consumption.

The major criterion for the development of the tracking efficiency stripping lines
therefore was to meet the computing restrictions while the chosen cuts must be loose
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9. Measurement of the Tracking Efficiency in the T Stations with J/ψ → µ+µ−

Figure 9.3: Candidates selected by the stripping line developed for the
tracking efficiency study.

enough that any further improvement of the selection will lead to harder cuts which
then can be evaluated on the stripped data sample.

As explained in chapter 6, requiring a HLT1 single muon decision is a reasonable
criterion for the tracking efficiency measurement. This requirement already reduces the
number of events to be analysed by a factor 200 without CPU consumption.

For the fit of the Velo tracks, a simplified description of the detector is used which
has been developed for the HLT2. As the Velo track segments will be fitted again,
using also measurements in the muon stations once they are matched to muon tracks,
the resolution of Velo-Muon probes is independent of the detector description in that
first Velo track fit.

Figure 9.3 shows the invariant mass spectrum using the developed stripping line
obtained from an event sample which has been provided to test stripping lines. It
contains ∼ 703 J/ψ among 6829 background candidates.

9.5 Phase Space Coverage

In table 9.2 the efficiency of the Velo-Muon probe reconstruction of J/ψ decay products
is given for simulated events. The corresponding phase space coverage is illustrated
in figure 9.4. Remarkable is the different momentum scale with respect to Velo-Calo
probes.

At η ≈ 3.6 the number or reconstructed muons is smaller than for larger or smaller
pseudo rapidities. While the low momentum rage is still covered, for pT > 3 GeV the
η distribution of correct matched Velo-Muon probes has a distinct dip as shown in
figure 9.4(c). Given that the matching efficiency of Velo tracks to muon track segments
is not lower in this region than in the other regions, this is interpreted as a lower
efficiency to reconstruct muon track segments in region 1.

The efficiency to reconstruct muons from B0
s → J/ψX has been investigated because

in the development of the stripping line the usage of displaced1 J/ψ has been proposed.

1I.e. J/ψ which are not produced in the primary vertex.
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Table 9.2: Performance of the Velo-Muon probe matching in simulated
events. The first figures indicate the total efficiencies (efficiency to
reconstruct a J/ψ daughter in the detector acceptance) while the second
one is the matching efficiency, i.e. the efficiency to reconstruct Velo-
Muon reconstructible J/ψ daughters. The efficiencies are lower than the
average expected form table 6.2 which is no contradiction as here only
J/ψ decay products are considered.

event type Velo-Muon efficiency Velo-Muon match efficiency
J/ψ → µ+µ−

at
√
s = 10 TeV 59.5± 0.2% 75.6± 0.2%

B0
s → J/ψφ →

µ+µ−K+K−
at
√
s = 10 TeV

59.8± 0.2% 73.8± 0.2%

J/ψ → µ+µ−

at
√
s = 7 TeV 58.17± 0.05% 74.00± 0.05%

B0
s → J/ψφ →

µ+µ−K+K−
at
√
s = 7 TeV

58.79± 0.05% 72.13± 0.05%
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(c) Pseudo rapidity distribution for Velo-Muon probes with
large transverse momenta. The region with less probes
coincides with region 1 of the muon stations.

Figure 9.4: The phase space covered by correct reconstructed Velo-Muon
probes from simulated J/ψ decays at

√
s = 7 TeV – the energy at which

LHC is operated in 2010. For transverse momenta larger than 3 GeV
not the whole η range is covered.
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10
Error Discussion

Du, ich kann morgen nicht. Ich
muss alle xkcd nochmal lesen.

Sebastian Jeltsch

The common way to estimate the error of an efficiency is to quote the standard
deviation of a binomial distribution σε =

√
ε(1− ε)/N . As explained by [Cas10], this

is a common mistake in efficiency determination. Moreover, even if that formula was
correct, it would not be applicable to efficiencies determined with the tag and probe
method.

The correct version of the above formula is explained in the first section of this
chapter. It has been used for all efficiencies which were determined in simulations. A
formula which is applicable to efficiencies determined with the tag and probe method
is given in the second section. The latter formula has been used throughout chapter 7.

Throughout this chapter it is assumed that k out of N particles have been found in
the subdetector of which the efficiency is measured.

10.1 Error Estimation for Certain Processes

Probabilities of a binomial process are given by the binomial distribution.

B(k|ε,N) =
(
N

k

)
εk(1− ε)N−k

For fixed ε the variance of k/N is known to be ε(1 − ε)/N which parametrises the
spread of k/N around the expectation value ε.

If however k and N is known for a sample and ε is estimated, the variance of ε for
fixed N and k is of interest. Applying Bayes theorem and considering Jeffreys’ prior (as
recommended by [Cas10]) the likelihood function for ε is given by a Beta distribution.

B(ε|k,N) = N !
(k − 1/2)!(N − k − 1/2)!ε

k−1/2(1− ε)N−k−1/2

The variance of ε is than

σ2
ε = (k + 1/2)(N − k + 1/2)

(N + 1)2(N + 2) (10.1)
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(a) Invariant masses of a signature and a full
reconstructed track.
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(b) The subset of (a) which is also recon-
structible with two full reconstructed tracks.

(c) Example of a simulated decay in (a). (d) Example of a simulated decay in (b).

Figure 10.1: Invariant mass histograms of a toy simulation which are
used to investigate fit routines used in the tag and probe method.

10.2 Error Estimation in the Tag and Probe Method

The above formula is only applicable if N and k are certain numbers. In the tag and
probe method however the numerator and denominator of the efficiency are determined
fitting a model to an invariant mass histogram and are therefore uncertain numbers,
both with an error estimate from the fit routine. That the error of the measured
efficiency is underestimated if formula 10.1 is used, is proven in appendix C.

For the efficiency estimator ε = k/N Gaussian error propagation leads to the following
error estimate

σ2
ε = 1

N2σ
2
k + k2

N4σ
2
N − 2 k

N3σNσk Corr(k,N) (10.2)

It is expected that the estimates for N and k are correlated. The correlation has been
investigated in a toy simulation. According to the fit model from chapter 7, there have
been 700 invariant mass histograms with 12 500 entries simulated and fitted – one of
them shown in figure 10.1(a). Each of the 12 500 entries represents a two body decay
reconstructed with a probe and a full reconstructed track. At random – the probability
is given by the simulated efficiency of the subdetector – the probes have been confirmed
as illustrated in figure 10.1(b).
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Figure 10.2: Distribution of pull(k) (numerator pull) and pull(N) (de-
nominator pull) in 700 toy experiments with 10, 000 simulated KS decays
among 12, 500 reconstructed decays per experiment. The correlation is
0.76.

The discrepancy between the number of simulated signals and the fit result is
quantified with the pull:

pull(N) = Nfit −Ntrue

∆N
The above correlation is equal to the correlation of the pulls

Corr(k,N) = Corr(pull(k), pull(N))

which is illustrated in figure 10.2. The correlation is 0.76 and therefore cannot be
neglected.

This correlation however cannot be determined in the efficiency measurement. A
possible remedy would be the usage of the correlation from the toy experiments for the
error estimation which would require performing several toy experiments for each data
point1.

A different way, without the usage of simulations has been chosen to estimate the
uncertainty of the measured efficiencies. The idea is to decorrelate the two variables N
and k by splitting up the set of all N decays into those k with a confirmed probe and
(N − k) decays with an unconfirmed probe. The variables k and (N − k) are therefore
expected to be uncorrelated.

Error propagation using those uncorrelated variables yields

σ2
ε =

(
1
N
− k

N2

)2
σ2
k +

(
k

N2

)2
σ2

(N−k)

where σ2
(N−k) is still unknown. Assuming σ2

N = σ2
k + σ2

(N−k), the following formula can
be derived.

σ2
ε = (1− 2ε)

(σk
N

)2
+ ε2

(σN
N

)2
(10.3)

1There are 714 data points in chapter 7.
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Figure 10.3: The mass histogram on the left is obtained requiring a
signal in both, the SPD and in the HCAL, in front of and behind the
calorimeter cluster used for building Velo-Calo tracks. Releasing this
cut yields the histogram on the right.

In contrast to the derivation of formula 10.1, a possible difference ε− k/N 6= 0 is not
considered. In a toy simulation the error estimate 10.3 has been tested. The results of
that simulation are given in appendix C.

10.3 Consequences for Velo-Calo Probes

It is common to maximise the signal to background ratio N/B when cuts for a particle
selection are developed. The above result for the error of the efficiency measurement
reveals however, that minimising the relative signal uncertainty σN/N is more important
than maximising N/B.

In section 5.3 it has been proposed to use only those calorimeter clusters for Velo-
Calo probes which have a signal in the SPD and in the HCAL in front of the cluster or
behind it respectively. The influence of that cut on the KS yield is shown in figure 10.3.

Applying the cut, the relative signal uncertainty is σN/N = 400/11 000 = 0.036.
Without the requirement it is σN/N = 720/30 000 = 0.024. For the tracking efficiency
study the cut worsens the measurement.
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11
Conclusion and Outlook

Warum haben sie eigentlich
BaBar – ein Präzisionsexperiment
– auf den San Andreas Graben
gebaut?

Sebastian Wandernoth

For elaborate physics studies the detector performance and the performance of the
reconstruction have to be know. With the first data the tracking efficiency of the LHCb
detector has been investigated and compared to the simulations.

In this work, two reconstruction algorithms for T station probes have been presented.
The tag and probe method is used to measure the tracking efficiency with both of them.

In the first implementation KS decay products are reconstructed from clusters in
the calorimeters and track segments in the VELO. In average the tracking efficiency is
0.7 % lower than in the simulation while the dependency on all investigated quantities
is in agreement with the simulation. The result of the measurement is that 95.5± 0.5 %
of all Velo-Calo reconstructed KS decay products are found by the standard track
reconstruction in the T stations.

These KS daughters allow tracking efficiency measurements up to transverse mo-
menta of 800 MeV which covers most of the phase space of particles produced at LHCb.
The transverse momentum range still needs to be extended towards higher momenta
to cover the full field of interest for physics analyses. The tracking efficiency for high
energetic particles will be measured with the reconstruction of J/ψ decay products from
Velo tracks and muon track segments.

The latter method needs a larger integrated luminosity which is not available
unbiased. It has been integrated into the stripping framework to acquire an unbiased
data sample of Velo-Muon reconstructible J/ψ decays in the next reprocessing. A first
analysis of a small data set showed that the method is applicable1.

Developing the dedicated algorithms, also the performance of different tracking
algorithms in the muon stations, which are not part of the standard track reconstruction
at LHCb, has been investigated. Furthermore the track reconstruction in the muon
stations used in the trigger has been improved by five percent. Thereby the momentum
range of muons which can be reconstructed as Velo-Muon probes has been extended
towards low momenta.

1[Ste08] showed results for a simulated signal sample, the contribution from events without a
reconstructible J/ψ decay has not been tested.
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A
Derivations

A.1 Muon Track Fit

As stated in 6.3, the track segments reconstructed in the muon stations are fitted with
a straight line (

x(z)
y(z)

)
=
(
b+ txz
tyz

)
which minimises the χ2 of the distance of the hits from the track.

χ2 =
∑
hits

(x(z)− xhit)2

σ2
x,hit

+
∑
hits

(y(z)− yhit)2

σ2
y,hit

The scale factors to correct for material interaction are omitted here for simplicity –
the σy,hit denominators are to be understood including the scale factors.

For the optimal parameters ty, b, and tx the derivatives ∂χ2
/∂ty, ∂χ2

/∂b, and ∂χ2
/∂tx

vanish.
∂χ2

∂ty
= 2

∑
hits

(tyz − yhit)z
σ2
y,hit

∂χ2

∂b
= 2

∑
hits

txz + b− xhit

σ2
x,hit

∂χ2

∂tx
= 2

∑
hits

(txz + b− xhit)z
σ2
x,hit

The equations are linear in the parameters and therefore straight forward to solve.
The slope in the y − z plane is:

∂χ2

∂ty
= 0

⇒ 0 = ty
∑
hits

z2

σ2
y,hit

−
∑
hits

yhitz

σ2
y,hit

⇒ ty =
(∑

hits

yhitz

σ2
y,hit

)/(∑
hits

z2

σ2
y,hit

)
While in the x− z plane one gets a system of two linear equations

∂χ2

∂b
= 0
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∂χ2

∂tx
= 0

⇒ 0 = b
∑
hits

1
σ2
x,hit

+ tx
∑
hits

z

σ2
x,hit

−
∑
hits

x

σ2
x,hit

and 0 = b
∑
hits

z

σ2
x,hit

+ tx
∑
hits

z2

σ2
x,hit

−
∑
hits

xz

σ2
x,hit

which is solved by

b =
(∑ x

σ2
x,hit

∑ z2

σ2
x,hit

−
∑ xz

σ2
x,hit

∑ z

σ2
x,hit

)
/∑ 1

σ2
x,hit

∑ z2

σ2
x,hit

−

(∑ z

σ2
x,hit

)2


tx =
(∑ 1

σ2
x,hit

∑ x2

σ2
x,hit

−
∑ x

σ2
x,hit

∑ z

σ2
x,hit

)
/∑ 1

σ2
x,hit

∑ z2

σ2
x,hit

−

(∑ z

σ2
x,hit

)2


A.2 Optimising the z Value of Velo-Muon Matching in y

In the Velo-Muon tracking, Velo tracks and muon tracks are combined if their extrap-
olations meet in between the two subdetectors. As neither extrapolation is perfect
and the track is not perfectly linear the extrapolations are not required to meet but
to be not too distant from each other. For correct combined Velo tracks and muon
tracks, the calculated distance should be in agreement with 0. The most significant
distance determination is therefore assumed to be done at the z position of the least
error estimate. The following calculation shall demonstrate how the accuracy of the
determination of a track’s slope in a subdetector influences the error on the distance
between the extrapolations.

For simplicity the coordinates in the calculation are with respect to the last Velo
state, i.e. the last Velo state is at (0, 0). The local track parameters for the Velo track
are indicated by the index V, those for the muon track by the index M. z is position
where the distance is calculated.

d = tyVz − (yM − tyM(zM − z))

⇒ ∆d =
√

(∆tyV)2z2 + (∆yM)2 + (∆tyM)2(zM − z)2

∂∆d2

∂z
= 2(∆tyV)2z − 2(∆tyM)2(zM − z)
!= 0

∆t2yMzM = (∆t2yV + ∆t2yM)z

z =
∆t2yM

∆t2yV + ∆t2yM
zM
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Optimising the z Value of Velo-Muon Matching in y

The distance determination is best where the derivative vanishes. To illustrate
the implications of this formula one should notice that the optimal z position for a
perfect VELO (∆tyV = 0) is at the muon station measurement and the optimal z
position for a perfect muon track is at the VELO. Each time the error arising from
both extrapolations is minimised by using the perfect detector instead.

It is worth noticing that this calculation does not investigate the distance between
incorrect combined Velo tracks and muon tracks. It is neither assured that the most
significant distance calculation automatically makes the distance between incorrect
matches smaller than the distance between correct matches.
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Tables and Figures

B.1 Muon Track Reconstruction Efficiencies

In section 8.3 the efficiencies of different muon track reconstruction algorithms are given.
These depend on the definition when a track is supposed to be found. In table 8.1
figures for 90 % common hits of a muon track with a muon identification hit pattern
are given. Table B.1 contains the efficiencies of the same algorithms on same data
sample but for 60 % common hits.

Table B.1: Efficiencies to reconstruct a J/ψ daughter for different muon
track reconstructions. 60 % of the hits used for track finding need to
be used for the muon’s particle identification.

algorithm seed station skip station efficiency tracks per
J/ψ event

single algorithms
HltMuonRec M5 89.8± 1.9 % 2.16
MuonCombRec M5 87.7± 1.9 % 2.21
MuonCombRec M5 M1 91.1± 1.9 % 2.32
MuonCombRec M4 88.5± 1.9 % 2.83
MuonCombRec M5 M4 86.4± 1.8 % 2.36
MuonCombRec M5 M3 83.5± 1.8 % 2.22
MuonCombRec M5 M2 82.2± 1.8 % 2.20
MuonCombRec M4 M1 92.9± 2.0 % 3.05

combination
MuonCombRec M5 one of M1-M5 94.5± 2.0 % —
modified algorithms
improved Hlt M5 one of M2-M5 97.9± 2.0 % 3.50
MuonCombRec M5 M1 & M4 90.4± 1.9 % 2.51
MuonCombRec M5 M1 & M3 88.0± 1.9 % 2.41

MuonCombRec comb. M5 M1 & one
of M3-M5 94.3± 2.0 % —
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(d) Region 1 in stations M4 and M5.

Figure B.1: Velo-Muon matching efficiency as a function of the scaling
factors modifying the fit of the muon track segment.

B.2 Configuration of the Velo-Muon matching algorithm

Figures B.1 and B.2 show how the matching efficiency depends on the weights scaling
the sizes of muon stations’ detector cells.

In chapter 6 the efficiency and purity of Velo-Muon matching in dependence on
the maximum matching distance d is shown for region 0. The dependency for the
remaining three parameters is shown in figure B.3. It is worth noticing that although
the matching distance is given in millimetre it is not any distance in three dimensional
space between the track segments.
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Figure B.2: Velo-Muon matching efficiency as a function of the scaling
factors modifying the fit of the muon track segment.
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(c) Velo-Muon matching efficiency for
muons in region 2.
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(e) Velo-Muon matching efficiency for
muons in region 3.
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Figure B.3: Dependency of the Velo-Muon matching performance on the
maximum matching distance. Different x axes are used in the different
regions.
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KS Selection

B.3 KS Selection

To select the KS decays among all reconstructed decays, a number of cuts is applied.
Their effect is illustrated in figures B.5 and B.6 for simulated events. All ten figures
have been created using simulated events.

In chapter 7 the effect of the direction angle cut on data is not shown. In figure B.4
the result of an automatised fit routine is shown which suggests to cut at much larger
values. The fits at different cos (DIRA) values have been checked and tuned by hand
without improvement – the peaking background shape causes the estimated number of
KS decays for tight cuts to be larger than for the moderate cut at 0.99995.
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Figure B.4: Automatically generated dependency of the relative signal
uncertainty on the direction angle cut.

It is worth noticing, that the cuts are correlated to each other as can be seen from
the cut on the DOCA – after all other cuts are applied, it hardly changes rejects any of
the candidates whereas on the initial distribution a large number of background events
is rejected.
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Figure B.5: Distribution of correct reconstructed KS decays (red) and other reconstructed decays (blue) as a function of
different cut parameters without other cuts applied (top row) and with all other cuts applied (bottom row).
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Figure B.6: Distribution of correct reconstructed KS decays (red) and other reconstructed decays (blue) as a function of
different cut parameters without other cuts applied (top row) and with all other cuts applied (bottom row).
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C
Toy Simulation to Validate the Efficiency Estimation

and the According Error Estimate

C.1 Description of the Toy Study

The present toy study shall validate the efficiency estimation with fits and the error
estimate in equation 10.3 which are used in the tag and probe method. The invariant
mass spectrum of a two pion system is simulated consisting of a signal part for the
decay of KS

ps(x) = Y ·
(

1− fb
σ
√

2π
· e−

1
2

(x−M)2

σ2 + fb

wσ
√

2π
· e−

1
2

(x−M)2

w2σ2

)
and a background part

pb(x) = (Y
S
− Y ) ·

(
a+ bx+ cx2) .

These probability distribution functions are the same which are fitted in chapter 7.
The parameters are listed in table C.11. Both, signal events and background

events, are randomly assigned to belong to the spectrum of confirmed decays as well.
The probabilities are ε (which is the efficiency to be determined) and β respectively.
The number of confirmed signal events Υ will therefore be a random number with
expectation value 〈Υ〉 = ε ·Y .

The fit routine which determines the number of all KS daughters N and confirmed
KS daughters k is then applied to the generated spectra.

The estimated efficiency and the estimated error are abbreviated with ε̂ and ∆̂ε
respectively. The estimation pull ε̂−ε

∆̂ε
is calculated for each toy experiment. Ideally the

estimation pull is Gaussian distributed with a mean of 0 and a RMS of 1.
To illustrate that the chosen way to calculate the error is more appropriate than

the other ways explained in chapter 10, the following error estimates are used in every
toy experiment and the resulting pulls are compared.

∆̂εbinomial =

√
(k + 1/2)(N − k + 1/2)

(N + 1)2(N + 2) (10.1)

∆̂εtoy =
√

1
N2σ

2
k + k2

N4σ
2
N − 2 k

N3σNσk Corr(k,N) (10.2)

∆̂εdecorr =
√

(1− 2ε)
(σk
N

)2
+ ε2

(σN
N

)2
(10.3)

1The KS mass is shifted with respect to the PDG value due to calibration effects
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C. Toy Simulation to Validate the Efficiency Estimation
and the According Error Estimate

Table C.1: Parameters of the toy simulation. If a range is listed the value in
use is given separately, otherwise the value from this table is taken.

parameter description typical value obtained from

signal part

Y number of simulated KS 0. . . 500,000 arbitrary chosen to
focus on errors arising
from fit statistics or
from binomial statistics

M KS mass 500 MeV measured data

σ width of the narrow
Gaussian

6.28 MeV measured data

w width factor = width of
the broader Gaussian in
units of σ

2 measured data

fb broad fraction = frac-
tion of simulated KS in
the broader Gaussian
distribution

0.4 measured data

background part

S signal fraction
(within 400-600 MeV)

0. . . 1 measured data or cho-
sen to switch off the
background contribu-
tion

a, b, c coefficients of a sec-
ond order polynomial
background

-0.00168 MeV-1

8.75× 10−5 MeV-2

-1.23× 10−7 MeV-3

measured data

confirmation probabilities

ε efficiency 0. . . 0.99 arbitrary chosen

β probability to confirm a
background event

0.4. . . 0.9 arbitrary chosen

C.2 Results of the Toy Study

From tables C.2(a) to C.2(c) it can be seen that the estimation pull for the error
estimate using the decorrelated ansatz is in average closest to 0. If the uncertainty
from the fit is not considered, i.e. ∆̂εbinomial is used, the error is highly underestimated
as can be seen from table C.2(b).

In the case of ∆̂εtoy the factor Corr(k,N) has to be determined in an individual toy
study and fixed to that result. This procedure is costly on the one hand and provides
estimates which are less accurate than the decorrelated approach which can be seen
comparing table C.2(a) and C.2(c).

From table C.2(a) several statements about ∆̂εdecorr can be made. The background
level, which changes from line 1 to 2, has an influence on the bias of the estimate. The
efficiency estimate is however more reliable in the case of a smaller signal to background
ratio. The setting in line 3 was chosen to test the stability of the routine in the case of
the absence of the signal, which the method passed. The settings in 4 and 5 differ in
the background level for full reconstructed decays. The decorrelated approach is the
only method which maintains the performance for that change.

The signal fraction in lines 6 and 7 is the smallest occurring among the measurements
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Results of the Toy Study

Table C.2: Mean and RMS of the pull distribution for different error estimates
and different simulation parameters. Each time 1400 toy experiments were
performed. Failures of a method are indicated with “—”.

(a) ∆̂εdecorr from equation 10.3

ε β S Y
mean of

estimation pull
RMS of

estimation pull
1 0.85 0.6 0.2 30,000 0.092± 0.033 1.143± 0.024
2 0.85 0.6 1 30,000 −0.253± 0.053 1.196± 0.035
3 0.85 0.6 0.001 1 0.821± 0.0065 1.024± 0.046
4 0.85 0.4 0.2 30,000 −0.040± 0.040 1.283± 0.028
5 0.85 0.9 0.2 30,000 −0.190± 0.046 1.194± 0.033
6 0.85 0.6 0.087 10,000 −0.226± 0.058 1.473± 0.041
7 0.85 0.6 0.087 500,000 −0.088± 0.034 0.920± 0.024

(b) ∆̂εbinomial from equation 10.1

ε β S Y
mean of

estimation pull
RMS of

estimation pull
1 0.85 0.6 0.2 30,000 −0.691± 0.062 2.324± 0.044
2 0.85 0.6 1 30,000 — —
3 0.85 0.6 0.001 1 −2.474± 0.161 1.443± 0.114
4 0.85 0.4 0.2 30,000 0.324± 0.071 2.655± 0.050
5 0.85 0.9 0.2 30,000 −1.463± 0.045 1.684± 0.032
6 0.85 0.6 0.087 10,000 −3.114± 0.102 3.738± 0.072
7 0.85 0.6 0.087 500,000 < 11 > 3

(c) ∆̂εtoy from equation 10.2

ε β S Y
mean of

estimation pull
RMS of

estimation pull
1 0.85 0.6 0.2 30,000 −0.289± 0.025 0.930± 0.018
2 0.85 0.6 1 30,000 — —
3 0.85 0.6 0.001 1 1.144± 0.019 0.563± 0.014
4 0.85 0.4 0.2 30,000 0.111± 0.029 1.082± 0.020
5 0.85 0.9 0.2 30,000 −0.556± 0.017 0.644± 0.012
6 0.85 0.6 0.087 10,000 −1.013± 0.032 1.193± 0.023
7 0.85 0.6 0.087 500,000 −3.991± 0.054 2.004± 0.038
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C. Toy Simulation to Validate the Efficiency Estimation
and the According Error Estimate

in chapter 7 and chosen to test if the method provides reliable results in that region of
the phase space. The RMS of the pull in line 6 is 50 % too large while it is acceptable
for increased statistics in line 7.
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D
Data Sets

Throughout this thesis measurements made on several data sets are shown. For
reproducibility their names in the LHCb book-keeping are given here.

The efficiency measurement at
√
s = 900 GeV has been performed with Brunel

v36r2. The efficiency measurements at
√
s = 7 TeV have been performed with DaVinci

v25r8, to measure the efficiency of the individual algorithms they have been rerun in
DaVinci. For the plots and findings in chapters 5 and 6 Brunel v37r7 has been used.

D.1 Simulated Data

At centre of mass energies of 900 GeV the data sample

2009-Beam450GeV-VeloClosed15mm-MagDown-Fix1-GeoDec2009a
2009-Sim06Reco04-withTruth

was used. The modifications mentioned in chapter 7 were also applied to this data
set.

At centre of mass energies of 7 TeV different data samples were used. For the
efficiency measurement in chapter 7 the following has been used.

2010-Beam350GeV-VeloClosed-MagDown-Nu1
2010-Sim03Reco03-withTruth
minbias

For events containing the decay J/ψ → µµ:

2010-Beam350GeV-VeloClosed-MagDown-Nu1
2010-Sim03Reco03-withTruth
incl Jpsi,mm=DecProdCut

For events containing the decay B0
s → J/ψφ→ µµKK:

MC09-Beam5TeV-VeloClosed-MagDown-Nu1
MC09-Sim03Reco02-withTruth
Bs Jpsiphi,mm=LargeCPV,DecProdCut
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D. Data Sets

At centre of mass energies of 10 TeV the data sets for minimum bias, i.e. KS studies,
were:

MC09-Beam5TeV-VeloClosed-MagDown-Nu1
MC09-Sim03Reco02-withTruth
minbias

For events containing the decay J/ψ → µµ:

MC09-Beam5TeV-VeloClosed-MagDown-Nu1
MC09-Sim03Reco02-withTruth
incl Jpsi,mm=DecProdCut

For events containing the decay B0
s → J/ψφ→ µµKK:

MC09-Beam5TeV-VeloClosed-MagDown-Nu1
MC09-Sim03Reco02-withTruth
Bs Jpsiphi,mm=NoCPV,DecProdCut

D.2 Data

At centre of mass energies of 900 GeV the following runs were reprocessed with Brunel
v36r2:

run number # physics events TCK
63686 24391 0x1209
63687 15642 0x1209
63688 2169 0x1209
63690 20855 0x1209
63691 2074 0x1209
63713 14295 0x1209
63801 94112 0x1309
63807 75285 0x1309
63809 23465 0x1309
63813 71429 0x1309
63814 4629 0x1309
63815 11668 0x1309
63949 64179 0x1309
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Data

At centre of mass energies of 7 TeV for T station efficiency measurements, events
were taken from:

Collisions10-Beam350GeV-VeloClosed-MagDown
Reco05-Stripping09-Merged
MINBIAS

Collisions10-Beam350GeV-VeloClosed-MagUp
Reco05-Stripping09-Merged
MINBIAS

For the study of the muon track segment reconstruction, J/ψ decays from

Collisions10-Beam350GeV-VeloClosed-MagDown
Reco05-Stripping09-Merged
DIMUON

were analysed.
The sample for the development of the J/ψ stripping line has been provided by

the stripping group of LHCb and was a subset of the data from the reprocessing
“Reco05-Stripping08”.
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